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Abstract
This master thesis research examines the influence of firm characteristics, the type of industry and
institutional development on the approach advancedness and organization of business diplomacy
within multinationals (MNCs). Based on the definition of Saner et al. (2000), we constructed the
following definition of business diplomacy: “Business diplomacy involves establishing and sustaining
positive relationships (by top executives or their representatives) with foreign government
representatives and non-governmental stakeholders (economic and non-economic) with the aim to
build and sustain legitimacy (safeguard corporate image and reputation) in a foreign business
environment”.
Interaction with governments and being sensitive to the demands and expectations of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) is becoming more important nowadays in the international
business environment. However, little is known about business diplomacy, as most conducted
research only stresses the importance of business diplomacy. Our research fills the quantitative gap
by measuring business diplomacy using the dimensions approach and looking at its organization and
by identifying the determinants related to business diplomacy. We argue that business diplomacy
can be measured with six sub-dimensions, of which intensity, policy clarity, breadth, means
deployments and resource availability identify the level of approach advancedness of business
diplomacy. And how business diplomacy is organized, on the headquarters level or more on a
subsidiary level, can be measured with business diplomacy responsibility. The business diplomacy
level of firms is measured for foreign government representatives as well as for non-governmental
stakeholders. The central research question of this master thesis is:
To what extent do firm characteristics, the type of industry and institutional development determine
the approach and organization of business diplomacy within MNCs?
Saner and Yiu (2005) and Muldoon (2005) argue that establishing and sustaining relations with
today’s business environment is becomingly more important for creating business opportunities, as
firms cannot solely depend on their competitiveness and efficiency. Our findings suggest that firms
do understand the need for business diplomacy, as they have a moderately high level, clear and
organization-wide business diplomacy policy for establishing and sustaining relationships with
foreign government representatives (FGreps) and non-governmental (NONg) stakeholders. Also, they
are moderately active in seeking contacts and use diverse means to establish and sustain these
relations. Their medium score on the scale for business diplomacy breadth and resource availability
implies that establishing and sustaining relationships with FGreps and NONg stakeholders is done by
every employee within the company to some extent. Saner et al. (2000) argued that business
diplomacy knowledge should be shared throughout the entire company, but firms use a medium
amount of multiple firm resources to establish and sustain these relationships. Firms do acknowledge
that establishing and sustaining relationships with FGreps and NONg stakeholders is an activity that
takes time, but investing in knowledge transfers through training or a learning system to enable
employees to establish and sustain relationships is an activity rarely conducted by the firms in our
sample. Our findings show that firms could invest more in business diplomacy knowledge transfer.
Decision-making regarding business diplomacy is neither completely decentralized (subsidiary level)
nor fully centralized (headquarters) for Fgreps as well as for NONg stakeholders as the scores of our
sample suggest.
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The approach and organization of business diplomacy that firms employ with Fgreps and NONg
stakeholders do differ, though the differences in and between firms are relatively small. Firms are
more intense and have clearer policies for establishing and sustaining relations towards FGreps than
towards NONg stakeholders. The difference in the approach advancedness, intensity and policy
clarity is greater for business diplomacy targetting FGreps than NONg stakeholders.
We tested firm characteristics, the type of industry and institutional development (a total of nine
independent variables) with the (sub)dimensions for establishing and sustaining relations towards
FGreps and NONg stakeholders. A total of 126 relations were tested, of which 20 were found to be
significant. The antecedents tested on the level of business diplomacy, approach and organization
were derived from related theories such as CPA and international business theories. The extent to
which a firm is globally integrated is the independent variable most related to business diplomacy as
it influences the approach advancedness and four sub-dimensions of the business diplomacy
approach (Intensity, breadth, means deployment and resource availability) for FGreps. The extent to
which a firm is globally integrated is positively related, suggesting that globally integrated firms are
more active in business diplomacy, have a broader approach, are deploying more means and have
more resources available for business diplomacy. The level of local responsiveness of firms influences
the business diplomacy responsibility, where a firm’s level of local responsiveness is positively
related to central (headquarters) business diplomacy responsibility. The other measured variables
show various significant relations with the sub-dimensions of business diplomacy. Our findings
suggest relations between the size of a firm and policy clarity (FGreps and NONg), the country of
origin with means deployment (NONg) and responsibility (FGreps), the host country with intensity
(FGreps) and clarity (FGreps), and the type of industry with policy clarity and breadth (FGreps and
NONg). Only firm size has an impact (positive) on a business diplomacy dimension, as it affects policy
clarity. However, we have found no significant relation between the age of a firm and the level of
business diplomacy, suggesting firm age does not influence the level of business diplomacy approach
or of responsibility. Also, the institutional development of the host country (measured with the
human development and democracy index) was not significantly related to the organization nor
approach of business diplomacy.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1 Introduction
The globalization of markets is having enormous effects on how multinational corporations (MNCs)
are organized nowadays. Figures from the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
show that Foreign Direct Investments (FDIs) have risen in the last 30 years (UNCTAD, 2011). Saner
and Yiu (2005) argued that MNCs face various local pressures and requirements as they increase
their presence in multiple countries. MNCs are exposed to different national laws and multilateral
agreements, negotiated by the International Labour Organization, the World Trade Organization, and
other international organizations. To survive, MNCs will need the ability to manage complex
interactions with governments and non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Governments have
power over the opportunities which are important for a MNC’s survival (Hillman et al., 1999). Firms
with access to these opportunities will enjoy a competitive advantage (Schuler et al.,
2002).Therefore, companies need a ‘license to operate’. Overall, this can be explained by the term
‘legitimacy’. Suchman (1995) defines legitimacy as “a generalized perception or assumption that the
actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of
norms, values, beliefs, and definitions” (p. 574).
Business diplomacy is of major importance in the current complex business environment (Saner &
Yiu, 2005; Saner et al., 2000). Business diplomats should negotiate, renegotiate and make
compromises with local authorities, and at the same time they should be sensitive to the wishes and
demands of the increasing number of local and international NGOs that monitor global companies in
conducting business (Saner & Yiu, 2005). Working conditions, environmental standards and
employment practices should all be taken into account to prevent conflicts that can destroy the
MNCs’ reputation (Saner et al., 2000). To manage all these complexities MNCs can no longer keep
commercial diplomacy at arm’s length. “Instead, global companies need to seriously build up their
own diplomatic competency” (Saner et al., 2005, p. 83). Ordeix-Rigo and Duarte (2009) argued that
by engaging in business diplomacy, corporations can increase their power and legitimacy.
Corporations that are involved in business diplomacy decide to satisfy a social public demand, rather
than only a market demand.
Business Diplomacy is a part of the field of international business management which is still relatively
under-explored, however. Since many subjects must be explored, there is a great need for
quantitative and qualitative research in this field. Conducting research in this topic can contribute to
the existing literature and might trigger other authors to explore the field of business diplomacy
further.
This thesis is structured as follows. The remaining part of this chapter is concerned with the
development of an adequate working definition of business diplomacy. Chapter 2 includes a
structured literature review and the research direction. The research methodology that is applied in
this study is presented in chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the research findings, while the conclusion,
discussion, research limitations and future research directions are covered in chapter 5.
The extensive literature review presented in chapter 2 is written in cooperation with another
International Management student who also conducts research into business diplomacy. This
empirical study is then continued individually, in a quantitative research direction, while the fellow
student conducts a qualitative business diplomacy study.
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1.1

Definition and framework

This section concerns the development of an adequate and delineated working definition of business
diplomacy. For this purpose, business diplomacy and all its related concepts have been taken into
account in section 1.1.1. The working definition is presented in section 1.1.2, as well as the
theoretical framework that explains how other concepts are related to business diplomacy. This
section is based on the structured literature review presented in section 2.
1.1.1 Definitions
In the international management literature the keyword Business Diplomacy is not widely
recognized. To date, only a limited number of researchers have applied the term business diplomacy
in their research articles.
According to Saner et al. (2000), “Business diplomacy management involves influencing economic
and social actors to create and seize new business opportunities; working with rule-making
international bodies whose decisions affect international business; forestalling potential conflicts
with stakeholders and minimizing political risks; and using multiple international forums and media
channels to safeguard corporate image and reputation” (p.85). The term “Business Diplomacy” is also
explained by Saner and Yiu (2005): “Business diplomacy pertains to the management of interfaces
between the global company and its multiple non-business counterparts (such as NGOs,
governments, political parties, media and other representatives of civil societies) and external
constituencies” (p. 302). According to London (1999), business diplomacy is a method of cooperating
with people in an effective way to get things done. In the article, the researcher mentions that
business diplomacy uses tact and understanding to build up relationships and trust. The author
states, “Business diplomacy is most important when there are disagreements, interpersonal conflicts,
and a lot at stake” (p.171).
Business diplomacy has a lot of related concepts. In order to develop an adequate working definition,
it is important to examine how these different concepts are related to business diplomacy. By
developing a complete and delineated working definition of ‘business diplomacy’, the focus of this
research project will be clarified. For this purpose, the related concepts are discussed below.
Corporate Diplomacy
In the scientific literature, the related term “corporate diplomacy” is used to describe the same
concept and can therefore be considered a synonym for business diplomacy. Corporate diplomacy is
described as “a process to develop corporation’s power and legitimacy” (Ordeix-Rigo & Duarte, 2009,
p.561). In this light, a corporation is seen as a member within a network of stakeholders.
Corporate Political Activity (CPA)
Corporate political activity is broadly defined as a firm’s efforts to influence or manage political
entities (Hillman et al., 2004). The researchers argue that corporate political activities (such as
lobbying, campaign contributions, operating a government relations office, trade political
committees, etc.) are aimed at getting access to politicians to influence policymaking processes in
favour of the firm. Indeed, Hansen and Mitchell (2000) argue that the dimensions of CPA are used to
secure potential sales and to modify or fence off costly regulations. According to Hillman et al.
(2004), CPA practices are expanding as commerce moves increasingly across borders, which in turn
entail more political institutions and actors.
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Corporate Political Strategy (CPS)
Corporate political strategies are also aimed at influencing public policymakers in order to shape a
favourable business environment for the firm (Baron, 1997; Hillman, 2003; Hillman et al., 1999; Keim
& Baysinger, 1988).
Strategic political management (SPM)
“Strategic political management refers to the set of strategic actions that are planned and enacted by
firms for purposes of maximizing economic returns from the political environment” (Oliver &
Holzinger, 2008, p.3). For this reason, strategic political management is seen as a synonym for
corporate political activity (CPA) and corporate political strategy (CPS).
MNC global governance
“An indication that MNCs increasingly accept broader stakeholder obligation is the current emphasis
many of them place on developing or renewing their public commitment to the broad domain of
corporate social responsibility (CSR)” (Detomasi, 2007, p. 223). The researcher argues that the social
commitments of MNCs go further than simply meeting legal requirements in jurisdictions. This
exercise in stakeholder commitment improves the competitive advantage of MNCs; it reduces their
political, media and social risk, provides them with better insight into local markets and improves the
workforce quality. Muldoon (2005) describes the importance of the terms “corporate citizenship”
and “corporate social responsibility” (CSR). The success of a company depends for a significant part
on its capability to commit to a variety of stakeholders on social and environmental concerns
(Muldoon, 2005). There is a growing interest in NGOs due to their increasing number and growth
(Kourula and Laasonen, 2010).
MNC-Host Government Relations
The literature regarding this keyword entails many sides of relationship building. Luo (2001)
introduces four building blocks which will improve the cooperative relationships between MNCs and
governments; resource commitment, personal relations, political accommodation, and organizational
credibility. MNC-host government relations are critical for a MNC’s potential to grow and expand
internationally since host governments influence the parameters of production, management,
investment and localization (Boddewyn & Brewer, 1994)
1.1.2 Working definition of business diplomacy
We think that the aforementioned definitions of business diplomacy are rather unclear, too broad or
too narrow. To focus our research better, it is necessary to develop a clear and delineated working
definition of business diplomacy. For this purpose, we take several elements derived from existing
definitions identified in the literature review as cornerstones: the purpose is to create and sustain
legitimacy, the focus is on foreign business environments, it involves building and sustaining positive
relationships with foreign government representatives and non-governmental stakeholders. This
leads to the following working definition:
Business diplomacy involves establishing and sustaining positive relationships (by top executives or
their representatives) with foreign government representatives and non-governmental stakeholders
(economic and non-economic) with the aim to build and sustain legitimacy (safeguard corporate
image and reputation) in a foreign business environment. This can help businesses to create
opportunities.
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As was already mentioned, in this project corporate diplomacy is seen as a synonym for business
diplomacy; both concepts describe the same business process and associated elements. As indicated
in the definition overview, the keywords CPA, CPS and SPM describe the same concept and thus can
also be seen as synonyms. CPA, CPS and SPM are focused on influencing public policymakers (in the
home country, and increasingly in foreign countries) in favour of the firm. In contrast, business
diplomacy is concerned with the creation of long-term, positive relationships with foreign
government representatives and non-governmental stakeholders (economic and non-economic) in
order to create legitimacy in a foreign business environment. Lobbying, which in Europe stands for
“any proactive political strategy” (Hillman & Hitt, 1999), is an essential element of CPA and serves
here as a mechanism for influencing public policy outcomes. It has a short-term, specific purpose and
therefore falls outside the definition of business diplomacy in this project. Also, corporate political
activities, such as campaign contributions for the purpose of influencing home government officials,
are not considered part of business diplomacy.
These differences are shown in Figure 1, which displays how the other concepts relate to business
diplomacy. Business diplomacy and CPA overlap in that they are both focused on influencing parties
in the organization’s external environment. The keywords MNC-host government relations and MNC
global governance can be seen as important elements of business diplomacy. In order to gain
legitimacy and create business opportunities around the world, it is necessary for a MNC to build
upon positive relationships with multiple host government representatives and non-governmental
stakeholders (economic and non-economic), such as NGOs. Committing to and negotiating with a
variety of stakeholders (such as NGOs) on social and environmental matters in the international
business environment are growing in importance (Kourula and Laasonen (2010).
Figure 1: Business diplomacy and related concepts
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2 Structured literature review and research direction
This section includes a structured literature review and the research direction. Section 2.1 describes
how various scientific studies were identified. Attention was paid to the theoretical perspectives, the
methodological approaches and the levels of analysis the researchers used in sections 2.2, 2.3 and
2.4, respectively. The articles were also reviewed for their important topics, findings and
consequences. Various important research findings were discovered. Subsequently, these findings
were summarized in a structured way (section 2.5). In section 2.6, a theoretical model concerning the
antecedents, dimensions and outcomes of business diplomacy is presented. Section 2.7 covers the
research direction.

2.1 Identification of studies
To identify the scientific literature regarding business diplomacy and related topics, only the Web of
Science (WoS) was used as a search engine. Web of Science uses a database with only ISI
(International Statistical Institute) journals that have a high impact level. The impact level is a
measurement regarding the frequency with which the average article in a journal has been cited in a
particular year or period. It covers all relevant scientific journals in the field of international
business/management on a wide spectrum of business diplomacy. As search terms, we used
“business diplomacy” and the six related terms given in section 1.1.1. WoS checks in the database for
the presence of the keyword in the title, abstract or text of all articles. The relevant articles were
selected based on the abstracts and research findings of the papers with consideration of the scope
of our research. Subsequently a cross-reference check was made for each article which was selected.
Table 1: Identification of scientific literature

Keywords (derived from
literature)

No of
selected
articles

Articles through cross-reference
check

Total articles per
keyword

Business Diplomacy
Corporate Diplomacy
Corporate Political Activity
Corporate Political Strategy
MNC Global Governance

4
1
7
7
4

0
0
5
0
0

4
1
12
7
4

MNC Government Relation

3

1

4

Strategic Political Management

1

1

2

27

7

34

Total articles

In total, 34 articles (Table 1) were selected of which 64.7% were published after 2000 (Figure 2). This
suggests the growing relevance and interest in business diplomacy and political activities shown by
businesses. Most of these articles were from management or business journals, with only a few from
political, marketing and public relation journals.
Figure 2: Publication years of the selected articles, expressed in percentage groups
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2.2 Theoretical perspective
A wide range of theories and conceptualizations were used in the selected articles. Twenty of the 34
studies rested on theoretical bases. In these articles, the researchers use these theories as a basis for
studying business diplomacy and related concepts in different ways. In some articles, multiple
theories were used at the same time.
Predominantly, in one-third of the articles that rest on theoretical bases, the resource-based view
was used. In the article of Rizopoulos and Sergakis (2010), the resource-based view is used to
determine a MNC’s position in the home-country policy network which, in turn, determines its
political strategy in host countries. Other examples include determining whether firms use different
political tactics simultaneously (Schuler et al., 2002) and underpinning the importance of corporate
political activities (Oliver & Holzinger, 2008). In approximately one-quarter of the articles, the
institutional theory is applied. In the article of Hillman and Wan (2005), it is used to explain that the
institutional norms within an environment determine to a large extent the political strategies of MNE
subsidiaries that are active in these environments. In Richter (2011) the institutional theory is linked
to the concepts of CSR. Researchers who used the resource-based view as their theoretical
foundation employed the institutional theory in their study in some cases as well. This combination
can be observed in the article of Hillman et al. (2004), which contains a literature review and a
research agenda to corporate political activity. Other theories were also applied. For example, in the
article of London (1999), the concept of principled leadership is combined with business diplomacy.
The researcher argues that the application of business diplomacy is a way to make the strategy of
principled leadership practical. In the article of Saner and Yiu (2005), the concept of CSR is used to
explain the importance of business diplomacy. In Bonardi et al.(2005), political economy theory is
used to describe the attractiveness of political markets. Furthermore, the stakeholder view (OrdeixRigo & Duarte, 2009), cooptation theory (Windsor, 2007), public choice theory (Lord, 2000), the
policy network perspective (Dahan et al., 2006), the cooperative view (Luo, 2001) and the collective
action theory (Schuler, 1996) were used as theoretical bases by researchers to study business
diplomacy and related concepts.

2.3 Methodological approaches
There are several types of methodologies used in the research papers analysed: literature review,
multiple case studies, surveys and quantitative data collection based on the internet and databases.
Almost half (16 out of 34) used a theoretical literature approach. Seven articles used a literature
review to design a model or framework (Bonardi et al., 2005; Detomasi, 2007; Hillman et al., 2004;
Moon & Lado, 2000; Ramamurti, 2001; Rizopoulos & Sergakis, 2010; Windsor, 2007). Others used
and discussed previously published papers in the fields of the related concepts of CPA, CPS and MNChost government relations.
Surveys are the most common approach after literature reviews (n=8). The population, sample size
and subject differ between them. They focused on emerging economies and developed economies.
For example, Luo (2006) surveyed 350 randomly selected MNEs in China (response rate was 36%)
consisting of firms originating from Europe, the US, Asia and other countries with wholly owned
subsidiaries and majority-owned joint ventures in China. Others conducted surveys in developed
countries, for example Hillman & Wan surveyed subsidiaries of US MNCs in Europe(Hillman & Wan,
2005). The focus of the studies lies on US subsidiaries (n=5) or subsidiaries in China (n=2). Only one
survey had another population, consisting of congressional aides in offices of the US Congress (Lord,
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2000). The survey data is often used for analysing hypotheses (derived from literature) but mainly to
establish determinants or find relations in the approach and effectiveness of strategies. For example,
Hillman (2003) investigated determinants for the political strategy approach, participation level, and
strategy. Lord (2000) conducted research into the usage and effectiveness of different kinds of
influence tactics. Schuler (1996) looked at internal and external firm factors and their influence on
the strategic choice.
The third most commonly used methodological approach is the multiple case study (6 out of 34). In
four of these articles, semi-structured interviews formed the data collection method. To include
companies in the research sample, researchers explored all kinds of databases and websites (such as
Unctad). Saner and Yiu (2005), for example, conducted semi-structured interviews within global
Swiss companies like Nestlé, Novartis Group, Roche Holding and Syngenta AG, three of which are
ranked among the top 40 non-financial transnational companies in the world. Richter (2011) used six
criteria to select companies, with two being companies operating in more than 100 countries and
with more than 50,000 employees.
The final methodological approach was the analysis of data collected through databases and online
information (n=4). For example, Hansen and Mitchell (2000) used several data sources for their
research on PAC contributions such as the Federal Election Commission, US Department of Defence,
and Congressional Information Services Incorporated. Schuler et al. (2002) also used information
provided by the US government for a multivariate analysis to investigate whether firms use multiple
tactics of political strategies.

2.4 Levels of analysis
In the selected articles, the researchers used different levels of analysis. In this section, the micromacro dichotomy will be used to describe which levels of analysis were employed.
Most of the studies (18 out of 34) involved an analysis on the macro level. These studies had a more
general focus for inquiry. Bonardi et al. (2005), for instance, identified the conditions that make a
political market attractive for MNCs. Other examples of a macro-level analysis were the study of
Hillman et al. (2004) in which the researchers provide a model of antecedents, types and outcomes
of corporate political activity, or the article of London (1999) in which the researcher stresses the
importance of business diplomacy and provides recommendations for how to integrate this concept
into the business culture of the MNC. Other articles addressed the micro-level (10 out of 34). They
had a more in-depth focus. For example, in the article of Hillman et al. (1999), the researchers focus
purely on one specific aspect of corporate political activity, personal service, and investigated its
effect on organizational performance. Finally, some of the selected articles in this literature review
had both a micro- and macro-level focus simultaneously. Saner and Yiu (2005) stressed the
importance of business diplomacy and gave recommendations of how to structure it in the
organization, which suggests a macro-level analysis. However, in another section, they conducted
empirical research into the organization of business diplomacy in 4 Swiss firms. The reason they
chose Swiss firms is because the country is not a member of the EU, but still has to trade with EU
members. This suggests that the researchers use a micro-level analysis as well, because this section
involves a very specific, in-depth case study. Saner et al. (2000) also used a double level of analysis;
on the one hand, the researchers explain generally why MNCs should nowadays have an integrated
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business diplomacy function (macro), and on the other, they describe very specifically what
knowledge, experience and skills business diplomacy managers should possess (micro).

2.5 Topics and findings
In this section, the most important topics, findings and consequences in the selection of articles are
structured. First, general findings concerning political activity are addressed, followed by more
specific findings regarding business diplomacy.
2.5.1 Political Activity
“Firms may enter political markets to seek new or to maintain existing policies that affect their
current business operations or future opportunities” (Bonardi et al., 2005, p. 397). The political
market is seen as a collection of individual markets, and its exchange is characterized by the
interaction between demand and supply (Hillman & Hitt, 1999). Each different public policy concern
has its own set of demanders and suppliers with its own competitive dynamics (Bonardi et al., 2005).
Hillman and Keim (1995) present a rendering of the demanders and suppliers of public policy. The
demand side includes individual voters, interest groups, firms, political parties, and occasionally
other governments, either foreign or sub-national. All of these actors make different demands on
public policy. Suppliers of public policy can include prime ministers, presidents and their staff,
elected members of parliament, legislatures and their staff, members of the judiciary, and any
number of appointed, elected, or career bureaucrats who staff government agencies.
2.5.1.1 Importance
The fact that governments can have considerable impact on firms serves as a signal for firms to stay
informed about policies, government regulations, and public policy issues (Hillman et al., 1999).
Interaction with public policy suppliers and demanders is important. Public policies are the outcomes
of a process in which new issues are put on the agenda continuously. Without overseeing this
process, businesses would not be aware of changes regarding regulation and legislation (Hillman et
al., 1999).
The importance of being politically competent in business is also described by Boddewyn and Brewer
(1994). With competence in political activity, corporations have better knowledge and cognitive
maps (Porac & Thomas, 1990) about non-market environments, better bargaining and nonbargaining skills, and more direct access to decision and opinion makers. From the perspective of the
resource-based view, for a corporation to have a sustainable competitive advantage, these political
competencies need to be non-imitable and non-substitutable. The political competences are
necessary because sovereign governments do have control of the legitimate power, and companies
that operate internationally need approval to enter and operate in a host country. Therefore,
companies need a ‘a license to operate’ and legitimacy, which is “the extent that their activities are
congruent with the values dominant in their nonmarket environments” (Miles & Cameron, 1982).
The political behaviour of international organisations can be a source of efficiency, market power and
legitimacy. Legitimacy facilitates the gaining of additional value in economic resources , grants access
to policy makers, influences policy making, reduces the opposition of other stakeholders, and is
therefore a political resource which international organisations want to secure. Sovereign
governments present obstacles but also serve as incentives for cost efficiency and/or market
effectiveness strategies of companies. Political competence is also important in dealing with various
NGOs (Boddewyn & Brewer, 1994).
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The research of Shaffer and Hillman (2000) provides empirical evidence of the importance of political
activity. They found that CPA has a positive effect on firm performance. The performance measures
they used involved gross profit margin, load factors, and changes in market share. The institutionbased view is seen as the third arm of the strategic management field by Peng et al. (2009). Because
institutional factors are important for understanding how firms obtain competitive advantage, the
political activities of firms (how they manage and influence political entities) should be an important
factor in determining firm performance (Baron, 1995, 1997). The results of Schuler (1996) are in
accordance with these findings.
2.5.1.2 Factors influencing MNCs to become politically active
The decision for firms to engage in corporate political activity is often described as an investment
decision (Lux et al., 2011). Firms assign resources to political activities when they expect to generate
better returns. According to Baron (1995) and Mitchell et al. (1997), CPA is attractive when the
benefits from obtaining beneficial policy outweigh the costs. “The government can be best viewed as
a competitive tool to create the environment most favourable to a firm’s competitive efforts”
(Hillman & Hitt, 1999, p. 826). Several researchers (Lux et al., 2011; Hillman et al., 2004) investigated
whether firm-, industry- or institutional-level factors influence firms to become politically active.
Firm-level antecedents
‘Firm size’ is a factor that provides an indication about the firm’s ability to become politically involved
(Hillman et al., 2004; Schuler, 1996; Schuler & Rehbein, 1997). Hillman and Hitt (1999) explain that
firms with greater financial and intangible resources are more likely to engage in CPA alone, while on
the other hand, smaller companies are forced to work collectively with others. The size of a company
represents different values of organizational power such as economic and political power. That firm
size is indeed an influencing factor in becoming politically active is empirically shown by Lux et al.
(2011). who tested that the largest driver of CPA is firm size. This can be tested through revenue
and/or the number of employees (Lux et al., 2011). Schuler (1996) identifies ‘market share’ as
another factor that influences corporations to become active in CPA. He argues that firms with a
large market share often employ many employees and many assets, which enables them to engage
CPA. Another firm-level antecedent of CPA is ‘resource dependency’ (Schuler, 1996). This variable
refers to the extent to which a corporation depends on governmental resources. Governments
sometimes control resources that are critical for firms (Hillman & Hitt, 1999). Keim and Baysinger
(1988) argue that securing and maintaining these resources is critical for firms, and thus it becomes
necessary to become politically involved.
Another important factor that influences firms to become politically active is ‘organizational slack’
(Schuler, 1996). “Organizational slack is that cushion of actual or potential resources which allows an
organization to adapt successfully to internal pressures for adjustment or to external pressures for
change in policy, as well as to initiate changes in strategy with respect to the external environment”
(Bourgeois III, 1981, p.30).There are several ways to determine organizational slack. For example,
through firm’s debt to equity, current assets to current liabilities, and free cash flows (Hillman et al.,
2004). Firms with a relatively high level of organizational slack will be more likely to become
politically active since they possess the necessary financial recourses. This relation was demonstrated
empirically in the study of Meznar and Nigh (1995). Also, ‘business diversification level’ is recognized
as an antecedent of CPA (Hillman, 2003; Lux et al., 2011; Schuler, 1996). The researchers argue that
the greater the diversification level of the firm, the more likely they are to use a relational CPA
approach. CPA should be integrated with the corporate strategy (Aggarwal, 2001; Baron, 1995).
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“Firms that pursue conglomerate diversification strategies come into contact with a greater number
and diversity of society” (Lux et al.,2011, p.230). Because these diverse firms are exposed to greater
social pressures, firms with diversification strategies are more likely to be politically active.
‘Foreign ownership’ is mentioned as an antecedent by Hansen and Mitchell (2000). They argue that
foreign-owned firms are less likely to use certain activities of CPA, such as PACs and Congressional
hearings. ‘Firm age’ is also mentioned to be related to CPA. ‘Age of the firm’ has often been seen as a
proxy of ‘visibility of the firm’ (Hansen & Mitchell, 2000). It has also been argued that firm age
indicates ‘experience’ and ‘credibility’ (Hillman, 2003; Hillman & Hitt, 1999). According to Hart
(2001), young firms have larger PACs than older firms. Schuler and Rehbein (1997) state, “Managers
(who are boundedly rational by definition) establish programs, routines, and structures to assist
personnel in making decisions. These factors influence profoundly how the firm interprets and
responds to environmental cues”. CPA is then affected by the ‘formalized structure’ of a firm. Schuler
(1999) states that the organizational structure mediates the relationship between political
(environmental) variables and CPA.
Industry-level antecedents
Industry-level variables also affect CPA. Hillman et al. (2004) argue that industry-level variables, such
as ‘industry concentration’, affect the ability to organize political action. Firms can obtain certain
advantages when working together with other firms to influence public policy outcomes (Olson,
1965). In concentrated industries, it is easier for firms to organize cooperation, and firms are more
likely to influence legislators (Schuler et al., 2002). Several researchers (Grier et al., 1991; Schuler et
al., 2002) argue that there is a positive relationship between industry concentration and CPA.
Dominating firms in a highly concentrated industry will receive a higher net return on their political
investment (Olson, 1965). However, according to Grier et al. (1991), there is little evidence of a
relationship between industry concentration and CPA. ‘International competition’ is another
industry-level antecedent of CPA. When international competition is high, governments create entry
barriers for foreign MNCs in order to protect domestic firms (Lux et al., 2011). When firms are
affected by foreign-owned competition, they will try to increase entry barriers and/or tariffs through
CPA. However, Lux et al. (2011) found a negative relationship between international competition and
CPA. The ‘relative size of a firm within an industry’ also determines CPA. Schuler (1996) argues that
relatively small firms free ride on the political efforts of larger companies in the industry. This would
suggest a positive relationship between firm size and CPA. Another important CPA antecedent is
‘economic opportunities’ (Lux et al., 2011). The researchers propose that economic opportunities in a
market are negatively related to CPA. When firms access rapidly growing markets, they will focus
their efforts on economic returns rather than on political activities. However, in their study Lux et al.
(2011) found no relationship between economic opportunities and CPA.
Institutional-level antecedents
Institutional variables also influence the extent to which MNCs engage in CPA. Researchers have
focused mainly on how institutional differences between countries drive political action (Blumentritt,
2003). Lux et al. (2011) examined the influence of six institutional variables on CPA: politician
incumbency, ideology, political competition, government regulation, government sales and
government dependency. Research showed that all variables were positively related to CPA. With
regard to politician incumbency, firms should evaluate a politician’s ability to deliver the demanded
policies (Lux et al., 2011). Evans (1988) argues that the ability of politicians to deliver the demanded
policies is part of their ability to get legislation passed. Lux et al. (2011) therefore suggest that
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political incumbency is positively related to CPA. Ideology, also positively related to CPA, concerns
whether politicians are willing to provide the desired policies. According to Lux et al. (2011), political
competition refers to the number of parties that are interested in and competing for a policy.
“Because politicians are less likely to supply policy when competing demands exists, firms are likely
to engage in CPA whenever other competing firms or special interest groups seek policy that will
negatively affect the firm’s business activities” (Lux et al., 2011, p. 227). Governmental regulation
regarding economic activities can also be seen as an antecedent of CPA. Lux et al. (2011) suggests
that when these regulations constrain operations and are costly for firms, they are more likely to
engage in CPA. With regard to government sales, firms that conduct sizeable business with
governments are more likely to engage in relationships through CPA (Boies, 1989). Lux et al. (2011)
mention that politicians depend on firms as resources (e.g. votes and campaign contributions). Firms,
in turn, want to exploit these government dependencies and are more likely to engage in CPA.
Bonardi et al. (2005) argue that a firm’s decision to become politically active depends also on the
‘attractiveness of the political market’. An aspect of this is the degree of competition. However, there
is no consensus about the relation between degree of competition and a firm’s decision to engage in
CPA. Relatively new studies have reported a negative relationship (Kim, 2008), whereas older studies
reported a positive relationship (Schuler, 1996). Bonardi et al. (2005) argue that when the demandside and supply-side attributes of a political market make it attractive, firms will be more likely to
engage in political activities. They state that firms will take the lead in political activities when the
supply side is attractive and the demand side unattractive; when it is the other way around, they will
not be the first to enter the political market, and thus they become followers. The attractiveness of
the demand side is measured with three characteristics: (1) election or non-election issues (firms are
expected to have a relative advantage in shaping decisions on non-election issues because of the
reduced rivalry among the demanders), (2) the attractiveness of the political market (political
markets in which the benefits of policy issues are concentrated and costs are spread are attractive
for MNCs that promote these issues) and (3) whether the issue is new or concerns an existing policy
(political markets are more attractive for firms when defending existing regulations or policies)
(Bonardi et al., 2005). The attractiveness of the supply side is measured with two characteristics:
bureaucrats and elected officials. “When there is high rivalry between bureaucratic suppliers and no
one agency has full regulatory power, this reduces the likelihood of changing the policy status quo
and makes a political market less attractive for demanders like firms” (Bonardi et al., 2005). When
the competition is high during elections of officials, each representative will be especially responsive
to the needs of firms in order to collect votes; the attractiveness is high.
According to Lux et al. (2011), firms with a higher level of CPA will reap better performance. The
researchers showed that CPA is positively related to performance measures such as returns on
investment, returns on assets and government-derived revenues.
2.5.1.3 Political strategy choices
Firms appear to make politically strategic choices based on internal firm characteristics and external
environment characteristics (Hillman, 2003; Schuler, 1996). According to Rehbein and Schuler (1999),
internal firm characteristics significantly influence the firm’s political strategy. A political strategy,
which is part of the non-market strategies, is intended to influence governmental decisions that
affect the firm’s operations (Baron, 1997). It might help firms to gain access to a political market and
influence local regulation in favour of the firm (Hillman et al., 1999). The study of Zardkoohi (1985)
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showed that the more a firm is affected by regulators, the more it will try to influence policy makers.
The political strategy adopted by an organization should be aligned with the external environment
and its internal capabilities (Galbraith & Kazanjian, 1986).
Approach
According to Hillman et al. (2004) there are two different types of CPA: proactive and reactive. This
distinction is an element of the classification of Blumentritt (2003) who describes the terms buffering
and bridging. Buffering behaviour concerns the proactive political actions of corporations, which
involves informing policy makers about the effects of legislation on firms and trying to influence
these regulations. Methods include lobbying and campaign contributions. Bridging behaviour is a
reactive approach, which includes activities like exceeding compliance levels of regulation, and
following the development of regulation in order to have compliance ready when approved. A
reactive political approach is not sufficient for firms that want to influence regulation in their favour
(Hillman & Hitt, 1999). In order to achieve these objectives firms must be proactive (Keim, 1981).
Concerning approaches towards political strategy, Hillman and Hitt (1999) distinguish between
transactional and relational ones. In a transactional approach, firms wait for a new public policy to
develop before creating a political strategy. It is an approach in which the strategy is responsive to
specific, relevant issues. A transactional approach is not often used because firms tend to pursue
long-term political strategies instead of issue-based ones (Hillman & Hitt, 1999). For a long-term
strategy the relational approach is more appropriate. It tends to build long-term relationships with
governments. Firms can use these ties to influence policy-making in their favour (Hillman & Hitt,
1999). The use of a relational approach is growing for both domestic and multinational firms. Hillman
and Hitt (1999) argue that this is emphasized by the increased importance of a firm’s governmental
relationship.
Whether a firm decides to adopt a relational or a transactional approach depends on several
variables (Hillman and Hitt, 1999), for instance the extent to which firms are affected by the
government policies. The researchers propose that firms with a high level of government policy
dependency are more likely to use a relational approach. Another variable is the product
diversification level of the corporation. The researchers propose that firms with more diversified
products are more likely to adopt a relational approach towards political strategy since they are
often concerned with multiple policy domains (corresponding to diverse business units and product
markets). Firms whose products are more standardized are more likely to use a transactional
approach towards political strategy, because they are often concerned with limited policy domains.
The researchers propose that the degree of corporatism/pluralism in the country in which firms are
operating also influences the approach towards political strategy. In corporatist countries, firms are
more likely to use the relation approach, while the transactional approach is preferred in pluralist
countries. Hillman (2003) argues that the number and tenure of employees working in a firm also
determine the approach adopted towards political strategy. Firms with greater credibility and a
larger employee basis will adopt a relational approach, because relationships with political actors
might develop faster when firms have a large number of experienced employees.
Participation level
Olson (1965), a political scientist, delimits two participation levels that can be applied by a firm that is
active in the public policy arena: individual action and collective action. Individual action refers to
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private efforts of individual companies to affect public policy. Hillman et al. (1999), Olson (1965), and
Schuler (1996) describe the collective action theory as collective activities that may be beneficial for
multiple firms. The collective action theory focuses on the collective goods of political actions, which
can be categorized as collective or selective benefits (Olson, 1965). The collective benefits favour
multiple actors and those firms that haven’t participated in the political efforts to shape a policy.
These benefits could consist for example of quotas, standard settings, and trade barriers (Hillman et
al., 1999). Selective benefits accrue only for those firms that participated in the policy-shaping.
Schuler (1996) argues that politically passive firms can free ride on the efforts of politically active
firms and benefit from favorable policy outcomes.
Hillman and Hitt (1999) propose several influential factors that determine whether firms participate
individually or collectively. They propose that firms with good resources, including intangible ones,
are more likely to influence public policy outcomes individually. Firms that lack these resources are
more likely to use collective participation. According to Hillman and Hitt (1999), the degree of
corporatism/pluralism in a country plays a role in the firm’s choice between individual and collective
participation. In general, corporatist nations promote positive-sum policies in the constituency and
not specifically for the interest of one group (Hillman & Keim, 1995). Therefore, firms in pluralist
countries are more likely to use individual participation, whereas firms in corporatist countries are
more likely to participate collectively in the public policy arena. Hillman (2003) recognized a
significant and positive correlation between the approach and participation level of political strategy.
She argues that firms adopting a relational approach are more likely to participate collectively in the
public policy arena. According to Schuler (1996), market share is another important determinant.
Firms with a high level of market share are more politically active than smaller firms, which are more
likely to engage in free-riding behaviour.
Political Strategies
Next to approach and participation level, Hillman and Hitt (1999) also mention several types of
political strategies as a third dimension. These three dimensions represent the sequence of firm
decisions when formulating a political strategy. The researchers distinguish between the information
strategy, the financial incentive strategy, and the constituency-building strategy. Firms can use
multiple strategies simultaneously; using a certain strategy does not preclude the use of another one.
Firms that apply the information strategy try to influence political decision makers by providing
information (Hillman & Hitt, 1999). This can be done by means of lobbying or supplying position
papers or technical reports. This offers the opportunity to create information asymmetries between
the firm and public policy makers. Public policy makers need information for measuring public
opinions and voting behaviour concerning particular policies. In the financial incentive strategy, firms
use financial incentives such as contributions to political parties to influence political decisions. In the
US campaign contributions are often employed in this way. In the constituency building strategy,
firms try to influence decision makers indirectly through constituent support. This includes a firm’s
efforts to become politically active on public policy issues in which both the firm and multiple
corporate stakeholders share strong mutual interests (Baysinger, Keim, & Zeithaml, 1985; Lord,
2000).The information strategy and financial incentive strategy aim to influence public decision
makers directly, whereas firms that apply a constituency-building strategy attempt to influence
public policies indirectly, by raising the support of individual voters, citizens and NGOs (Baysinger et
al., 1985; Hillman & Wan, 2005).
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According to Hillman and Hitt (1999) the strategy that a firm adopts depends on the political strategy
approach. If a firm has a transactional approach, the life cycle stage of the particular policy issue
becomes relevant. The first two stages of the life cycle by Ryan et al. (1987) include public opinion
formation and public policy formulation respectively. In the first stage, public opinions regarding the
policy issue are developing. In this stage, a firm can use a constituency-building strategy to
communicate and shape opinions with the public in order to influence public policy makers. In the
public policy formulation stage, in which policies or regulations are introduced, firms can oppose or
support the new issue through the information or financial strategy. Firms with a relational approach
adopt a political strategy, based on their own firm-specific recourses. Information must be perceived
as credible in order for a firm to influence political decision makers (Boddewyn & Brewer, 1994). A
firm’s credibility determines the success of political its political actions. Hillman and Hitt (1999)
propose that firms with higher credibility levels adopt either an information strategy or a
constituency-building strategy. A constituency-building strategy is easier to use in firms with a large
number of employees (Boddewyn & Brewer, 1994; Hillman, 2003). A firm can decide to educate its
employees to become politically active and impact the political arena. The information strategy is
correlated with the financial incentive strategy. US firms are most likely to combine these two
strategies (Hillman, 2003; Schuler et al., 2002). Information strategy and constituency building are
negatively correlated, which could be explained by the difference in perception (Hillman, 2003). The
extent of corporatism in a country is positively related to the use of a relational approach towards
political activity, and thus towards using a constituency-building strategy. The information strategy
will be used more when firms are larger and employ methods such as lobbying, testifying, and so on
(Hillman, 2003). Strategies that accentuate effective constituency-building determinations are likely
to be more successful than financial strategies (Lord, 2000).
Oliver and Holzinger (2008) also developed a classification of political strategies. They examined the
strategies that firms undertake to create or maintain value in political environments, and the
dynamic capabilities that contribute to their effectiveness. Four firm-level strategies were proposed:
anticipatory, reactive, anticipatory, defensive and proactive. The researchers argued that the firmspecific assets and competences determine which strategy will be adopted. In the reactive political
strategy, firms try to protect or increase their strategic assets actively by aligning their internal
processes efficiently and effectively with the public policy demands. In the anticipatory political
strategy, firms live up to the public policies by combining and reconfiguring internal and external
resources, in order to improve their external scanning and timely knowledge ability. This strategy is
used when firms try to gain first-mover advantages. In the defensive political strategy, firms try to
influence the political environment by discouraging policies that are not favourable for them (e.g. by
means of lobbying). In the proactive political strategy, firms try to shape the fundamental nature of
how public policies are defined or developed (Oliver & Holzinger, 2008).
MNC subsidiaries are directly affected by the host country’s political environment because they are
exposed to multiple sources of sovereign authority (Sundaram & Black, 1992). Blumentritt and Nigh
(2002) state, “the coordination of political activities among MNC subsidiaries, is influenced by
characteristics of the individual subsidiaries and their host country environments” (p. 61). The
researchers argued that MNC subsidiaries attempt to produce a unified and consistent approach
towards environmental actors. However, there are factors that force MNC subsidiaries to deviate
from standard procedures in order to interact with political actors (Blumentritt & Nigh, 2002). The
researchers argued that structures and procedures of governments often differ substantially
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between countries in which MNC subsidiaries are active. Second, they argued that MNC subsidiaries
face various types of political policy issues (Brewer, 1992), and third, the recourses of a subsidiary
and the strategic role it plays has an impact on the political strategy decisions. A MNC together with
its subsidiaries needs to respond to the political contingencies of the host countries, along with their
own imperatives. Blumentritt and Nigh (2002) empirically showed that subsidiaries integrate
their political activities with partners, based on the influence of inter-subsidiary strategic factors and
on host-country environments. Hillman and Wan (2005) argued that the foreign subsidiaries of a
MNC have their own strategic patterns, specifically concerning a certain domain. In their study,
Hillman and Wan (2005) conducted research into the determinants of political strategies of MNC
subsidiaries. The focus of their study was to examine the dual institutional factors: MNC subsidiaries
need to conform to external legitimacy forces in the host country and the internal legitimacy forces
of the parent firm. Hillman and Wan (2005) used the political strategy taxonomy of Hillman and Hitt
(1999). Research findings revealed that legitimacy forces such as the tenure in a country, subsidiary
size, the degree of corporatism in the host country, and the parent’s level of diversification influence
the political strategy of MNC subsidiaries. For example, the researchers concluded that “in pluralist
countries, the information and financial incentive strategies were used more often, whereas in
corporatist countries MNE subsidiaries used constituency building more often” (Hillman & Wan,
2005, p.336).
Activities
Firms adopt multiple political activities to influence legislative decisions (Schuler et al., 2002).
Political activity committees (PACs), campaign contributions, constituency building, executive
lobbying, use of professional lobbyists, and advocacy advertising were mentioned as political
activities of MNCs by Lord (2000). Direct influence activities involve lobbying, campaign financing,
and illegal corruption (whether bribery or extortion). Indirect influence activities involve grassroots
mobilization, non-governmental stakeholder management, and media relations (Windsor, 2007).
Firms practise several types of political behaviour simultaneously to achieve favourable policy
outcomes (Mahon, 1993). PACs and campaign contributions are mentioned as typical activities often
used in the US (Keim & Zeithaml, 1986). Lobbying is described as an instrumental activity in which
information regarding a firm’s policy preferences is transferred to public policymakers (Hansen &
Mitchell, 2000). Lord (2000) describes lobbying as an activity that can be conducted by external
professional lobbyists or internal lobbyists. The aim of lobbying is to obtain exclusive benefits as a
firm, such as regulatory relief or government contracts. Hansen and Mitchell (2000) argued that
lobbying is the most common political activity for firms. Lord (2000) mentioned that constituency
building is ranked as the most effective activity according to congressional respondents. Baysinger
(1984) and Keim and Baysinger (1988) support the notion that corporate constituency building is a
highly effective activity of creating political influence. Lord (2000) found that PAC contributions and
advocacy advertising are the least influential activities of CPA. Hart (2001) concluded that firm age
has no relation to the formation of PACs, although young firms are more likely to have larger PACs
than older firms. Schuler et al. (2002) argued that to gain access to political markets, firms often
combine campaign funding with lobbying. In the analysis of the empirical findings, the researchers
showed that large firms were more likely to combine lobbying activities and PACs. Firms that operate
in industries where political involvement is high are also more likely to become politically active.
Schuler (1996) argued that firms in concentrated industries are more likely to engage in lobbying and
campaign contributions than those in fragmented industries.
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2.5.1.4 Policy networks
According to Rizopoulos and Sergakis (2010), the political influence of MNCs also depends on the
possibility of getting involved in policy networks. According to Dahan et al. (2006), the current
literature is overly focused on dyadic MNC-government relations, and should be more focused on
policy networks. Policy networks refer to the interactions of different interest groups in public
decision-making and their collective actions (Rhodes & Marsh, 1992). Such a network “stresses the
exchange processes between organizations and the complexity of ties binding major stakeholders
(firms, bureaucrats and politicians) by resource interdependencies” (Rizopoulos & Sergakis, 2010).
Firm-specific assets (e.g. employment, technological knowledge, and financial power) enable MNCs
to influence public policies that are aligned with their operational objectives. Resource exchange
relationships must be developed between all the actors within a policy network. MNCs must possess
valuable resources that other actors seek (Dahan et al., 2006). The perception of MNCs and their
strategic goals are created in reference to the policy networks in which they are involved (Rizopoulos
& Sergakis, 2010).
There are two different types of policy networks, open and closed (Schaap & van Twist, 1997). A
closed policy network consists of a dense relationship between a small number of actors (public or
private) who share the same interests, preferences, values and ideologies. A closed policy network is
characterized by cohesion, centralization, convergence, exclusivity, and constitutes an institutional
environment. It is suitable for building up a dominant position inside a specific issue area (Rizopoulos
& Sergakis, 2010). An open policy networks consists of weak ties among many participants with wellbalanced bargaining power and little interdependence. It is characterized by low centralization,
density and cohesion. The interconnectivity is lacking, and interactions are based on consultation and
exchange of information.
Rizopoulos and Sergakis (2010) argue that the type of policy network and a firm’s position in it (which
is determined by the firm’s resources) determines the political leverage. When firms have significant,
valuable resources in a closed policy network, they will have greater influence on the political
actions. Strong support from home governments could arise when firms have dominant positions in
closed home policy networks, or if firms have the capacity to constitute alliances with stakeholders in
open networks. MNCs have a dominant position when they provide the resources on which public
decision-makers depend (Dahan et al., 2006). A dominant position in a home country enables
expansion to international markets.
Dahan et al. (2006) describe the use of epistemic communities along with policy networks. In
epistemic communities the focus lies on the production and distribution of usable knowledge, which
is used as the main resource provided to policy decision-makers. Activities of epistemic communities
include writing export reports, commissioning scientific studies, setting up debates and publishing
documents among officials and the media (Dahan et al., 2006).
2.5.2 Business diplomacy
According to Muldoon (2005), survival in today’s complex business environment does not solely
depend on MNCs’ competitiveness and efficiency. Additional factors that determine long-term
organizational success involve managing dynamic and complex interactions with multilateral
institutions, governments and social movements. The researcher argues that MNCs should build
upon long-term relationships with multiple stakeholders, thereby implementing cooperative
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strategies that address environmental and social concerns. In the article, Muldoon (2005) recognizes
the corporate public affairs function as the diplomatic machinery that coordinates a firm’s
representation in the global system. The researcher states that “The corporate public affairs
profession has evolved over the last decade or so from its traditional role as an internal ‘PR’ agency
focusing primarily on corporate communications and media relations to a multifaceted and strategic
corporate function that encompasses public policy and issues management, government and
investor relations, corporate philanthropy and community relations, business ethics, corporate social
responsibility and citizenship, and crisis management”. Saner et al. (2000) characterizes business
diplomacy management as the process of creating legitimacy and power with host governments and
other non-business stakeholders in order to create business opportunities.
2.5.2.1 Importance
According to Saner et al. (2000), the actual situation that MNCs face is complex; global companies
need to manage rapidly changing political/economic business environments, thereby dealing with
multiple stakeholders such as host governments and NGOs. These difficulties have three causes. First
of all, the public has more access nowadays to information regarding corporate governance. Their
opinion and voice have a strong influence and cannot be ignored by MNCs. Second, emerging
markets such as India and Brazil have many difficulties that MNCs should take into account, such as
cultural aspects and governmental rules. The third cause refers to the emergence of all kinds of NGOs
and communities. Working conditions, environmental standards and employment practices should
all be taken into account to prevent conflicts that can destroy the MNC’s reputation (Saner et al.,
2000). To manage all these complexities, MNCs will need to develop diplomatic knowhow. Only a few
MNCs recognized the importance of business diplomacy. Instead of training their managers in
business diplomacy, most MNCs hire political diplomats and rely on their experience in managing
complex relationships with host governments. MNCs need to anticipate stakeholder conflicts,
communicate with non-business pressure and interest associations, influence host-government
decision-making and maintain constructive relations with external constituencies. Therefore, MNCs
cannot rely on advisors but should develop their own business diplomacy competences. Knowhow
regarding business diplomacy should be shared through the company by global managers. “In order
to realize this core competence, global companies should create a business diplomacy management
function consisting of a business diplomacy office, similar to the public affairs office but expanded to
include diplomatic functions and placed under direct supervision of the CEO” (Saner et al., 2000, p.
90). The function of such a business diplomacy office is scanning the business environment,
interacting with multiple stakeholders, and engaging in diplomatic missions under the supervision of
the CEO.
Saner and Yiu (2005) stressed the importance of business diplomacy management in today’s business
environment. They argued that MNCs have increased their presence in many countries and thereby
face various local pressures and requirements. They are exposed to different national laws and
multilateral agreements, negotiated by the International Labour Organization, the World Trade
Organization, and other international organizations. Business diplomats should negotiate,
renegotiate and make compromises with local authorities (Saner & Yiu, 2005). They should also be
sensitive to the demands and expectations of the increasing number of international and local NGOs
that monitor global companies in conducting business. The researchers mention that it is not clear
how MNCs around the world organize and structure business diplomacy. In their research, Saner and
Yiu (2005) investigate how four major Swiss MNCs developed their business diplomacy competency.
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They argued that Swiss MNCs need to manage multiple business and non-business stakeholders in
Europe, and business diplomacy is a crucial factor for successfully doing business in Europe. Results
showed that the organization of the business diplomacy function in the Swiss MNCs was very
divergent. It was conducted by different departments in different companies. The diplomacy
managers also reported to a wide variety of departments: government affairs, public relations,
product division, legal division, etc. Respondents of these Swiss firms indicated that the knowledge
base of business diplomacy should be strengthened, especially in the field of international crisis and
the ideological implications of non-Western models of business. All four Swiss MNCs stressed that inhouse training was the best tool for the development of an in-house business diplomacy
competence. Another tool, mentioned to a lesser extent, was partnering with MBA schools. Tools
such as hiring former diplomats, partnering with diplomatic academies and outsourcing weren’t
mentioned at all. All respondents recognized the value of the function; it helps with developing social
networks and building upon good relationships with the local authorities, and it can enlighten
negative interactions with all stakeholders involved.
London (1999) combined business diplomacy with the theory of principled leadership. He argues that
business diplomacy and principled leadership (the application of mutual respect, doing good, honesty
and fairness in business values) are reciprocally supportive management styles. They are mutually
supportive in establishing and improving working relationships and valuable in negotiating deals,
resolving emotional conflicts and making important decisions. One of the non-Western concepts on
which principled leadership is built is Kyosei. This involves fair and honest leadership. “Firms that
practice Kyosei care about the interests of all stakeholders, including employees, suppliers,
customers, and the local community, across professions, nationalities, and political regimes”
(London, 1999). These corporations operate in a diplomatic way.
Ordeix-Rigo and Duarte (2009) mentioned the move from a shareholder model to a stakeholder view
of firms. They emphasize that it is important for modern corporations to respond to the expectations
of various stakeholders in order to obtain a ‘license to operate’. This can be realized by engaging in
corporate diplomacy (a synonym for business diplomacy). In this article, corporate diplomacy is seen
as a process towards a state of engagement with publics. Corporate diplomacy entails that a
corporation actively participates in society, which adds new dimensions to their role of creating
wealth, quality products or services, and employment. By means of engaging in corporate diplomacy,
corporations can increase their power and legitimacy. Suchman (1995) defines legitimacy as “a
generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or
appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions” (p.
574). Corporations involved in corporate diplomacy decide to satisfy a social public demand rather
than complying solely to a market demand (Ordeix-Rigo & Duarte, 2009).
London (1999) provides recommendations for making business diplomacy more effective. First of all,
diplomacy should be integrated in the organizational culture. Management should ensure that a
diplomatic style of operation is applied, as opposed to an aggressive closed-door style. Second,
leaders within the organization should show the value and relevance of business diplomacy to others
in the process: to peers, subordinates, customers, etc. Third, it is important that diplomatic managers
take time to reflect on and reconsider the functioning of the diplomatic process. Further, the
researcher states that diplomatic managers should learn from their mistakes and that diplomacy
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should become the natural way of life for the organization. Finally, a crisis should be managed
carefully in a diplomatic way; don’t overuse power, widen the community of those concerned, and
keep objectives restricted (London, 1999). Saner and Yiu (2005) argue that in order to make business
diplomacy effective, the CEO should provide policy directives. According to the researchers, the CEO
should delineate the business diplomacy domain in which non-specialists are involved on an
operational basis while specialists are put in charge of the other domains; shape a link between
business diplomacy management and strategic planning to create a socio-political-economic view in
exercises regarding scenario planning; provide the necessary resources to maintain relationships with
non-business stakeholders and to scan the business environment continuously; develop
competencies for analysing environmental and social issues; initiate a knowledge system for business
diplomacy management to capture cumulative learning; provide business diplomacy training to
middle managers.
2.5.2.2 MNC-host government relations
MNC-host government relations are critical for the MNC’s potential to grow and expand
internationally since host governments influence the parameters of production, management,
investment and localization (Boddewyn & Brewer, 1994). Luo (2006) distinguishes two dimensions
that describe how MNC-host government relations are managed: assertiveness and cooperativeness.
Assertiveness describes the extent to which an MNC approaches a host government on its own
initiative, uses bargaining power to influence the host government, gains negotiation control, and
does not avoid conflicts with the host government. Cooperativeness, on the other hand, describes
the extent to which an MNC works together with a host government and develops an environment
for business growth. Cooperativeness and assertiveness should not be seen as opposite ends, but
rather as political dimensions that coexist (Luo, 2006).
Dunning (1998) emphasizes the incremental shift from a conflictual-adversarial (assertiveness)
nature towards a cooperative-complementary nature of MNC-host government relationships. The
conflictual view assumes that MNC-host government relations are bargaining games in which each
party exploits its balance of power (Fagre & Wells, Jr, 1982). According to Boddewyn (1988) the
MNCs’ bargaining power was dependent on firm-specific resources and ownership advantages, while
a government’s bargaining power was dependent on location-specific advantages and market access
control. The bargaining power of a MNC decreased over time as it had uncovered its assets in the
host country, and thus the host government became more independent (Vachani, 1995).
Moon and Lado (2000) criticized the existing literature on bargaining power relationships between
MNCs and host governments. Several studies relied on the bargaining power framework in analysing
this relationship (Doz et al., 1981; Fagre & Wells, Jr, 1982). According to this framework MNCs that
have greater bargaining power will probably receive more favourable outcomes in negotiations. The
choices of sources and outcomes of bargaining power are motivated by the idiosyncrasies of
researchers, instead of being grounded in a consistent theoretical framework (Moon & Lado, 2000).
They emphasize the need for a comprehensive theory that thoroughly specifies the relations
between antecedent, intervening and outcome variables regarding the bargaining power relationship
between the MNC and host government. Moon and Lado (2000) provide an integrative theoretical
model of MNC-host government bargaining power which is based on the resource-based view. In this
model, firm-specific resources (e.g. technological knowhow and managerial resources) are
represented as determinants of MNCs’ bargaining power with respect to a host government. In turn,
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bargaining power is propounded to generate economic rents. The researchers describe economic
rents as returns attributable to firm-specific resources that are hard to copy. Additionally, Moon and
Lado (2000) propose that the relationship between bargaining power and firm-specific resources is
moderated by industry-specific factors (e.g. industry concentration) and country-specific factors (e.g.
cultural distance and level of economic development).
Ramamurti (2001) also criticized the existing literature regarding the bargaining power relationships
between MNCs and host governments. Criticized for example is the bargaining power model of Fagre
and Wells Jr (1982). Developing countries possess mechanisms for screening the entries and
regulating operations of MNCs. It is in this context that existing models assume that the bargaining
process is a static two-party negotiation between the MNC and the host government (Fagre and
Wells, Jr, 1982; Gomes-Casseres, 1990). Ramamurti (2001) emphasizes that this traditional model of
bargaining in MNC-host developing country relations has become outdated. These relationships are
understood better as the outcome of a two-tier bargaining process. Tier 1 refers to the bargaining
process between host developing countries and home countries. This process can take place on a
bilateral level or throughout multilateral institutions such as the World Bank, the WTO and the IMF.
Tier 2 refers to the original bargaining process between MNCs and host governments. According to
the researcher, this two-tier model creates added value for MNCs since home governments connect
them with host governments through Tier 1. Ramamurti (2001) argues that bargaining in Tier 1
produces macro-principles on FDI which, in turn, influence the micro-negotiations in Tier 2. The
degree of FDI liberalization that results from bargaining in Tier 1 varies across home-host country
matches and industries.
According to Luo (2001), the cooperative view towards MNC-host government relations differs in six
aspects from the conflictual (assertiveness) view. First, the cooperative view is built upon resource
sharing. In today’s complex world economy, MNCs and host governments depend on each other’s
resources; because their resources are often supplementary and their interests congruent, this
cooperation can result in synergies (Dunning, 1998). Second, the conflictual view is mainly focused
on the entry stage of MNC-host government relations, while the cooperative view is also concerned
with the after-entry stage (Luo, 2001). The MNCs’ on-going involvement is increasingly crucial to the
host country (e.g. input localization, R&D and re-investment). According to the researcher, MNCshost country operations increasingly depend on industrial, technological and educational
infrastructures which are built by the host government. Furthermore, host governments can also
function as customers, partners or suppliers of MNCs. It is for these reasons that both host
governments and MNCs are motivated to engage in reciprocal cooperation. Third, the conflictual
view associates MNC-host government relations with governmental intervention, while the
cooperative view regards it as the strength of a MNC’s relationships with foreign authorities (Luo,
2001). By engaging in cooperative relationships, the MNC can benefit from several institutional
supports. Fourth, in contrast to the conflictual view, the cooperative view recognizes the importance
of networking with host government officials. Networking with local officials, which leads to
institutional support, can help MNCs circumvent bureaucratic rules, balance market uncertainty in
underdeveloped legal systems, and facilitate information exchange (Luo, 2001). Fifth, the conflictual
view sees MNC-host government relations from a bargaining perspective, while the cooperative view
sees these relationships from a legitimacy perspective. Organizational legitimacy and adaption are
determinants that will initiate cooperative relationships between MNCs and host governments (Luo,
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2001). Finally, the conflictual view focuses on ownership shares and treatment changes as outcomes
of MNC-host government relations. According to Vachani (1995) this view is mainly focused on the
share of foreign ownership that is retained by the MNC over a certain period of time. The
cooperative view, however, focuses on a firm’s operational and financial performances as outcomes
of MNC-host government relations (Luo, 2001). The researcher argues that due to the on-going
reduction of entry barriers, accompanied by increasing competition, the strategic focus of MNCs has
shifted from entry to operations. Hence, evaluating operational and financial effects of MNC-host
government relations have become crucial in any outcome analysis regarding these relations.
Luo (2001) proposes four building blocks for improving a MNC’s cooperative relationship with host
governments: political accommodation, resource complementarity, organizational credibility and
personal relations. Political accommodation covers a MNC’s ability to be responsive to governmental
and social needs (e.g. pollution control, education, hospital facilities, etc.). The researcher argues
that without this accommodation, the MNC runs the risk of being stereotyped as “exploiter” by the
local society or government. Resource complementarity refers to the extent to which a MNC’s
contributed assets fit the governmental pursuit for national economy development. The third
building block, organizational credibility, considers MNC’s trustworthiness as observed by local
officials and the public. The researcher argues that this credibility is important for MNCs to establish
and maintain long-term cooperative relationships with host governments. He emphasizes that MNCs
can also use personal relations with major officials to improve their relations with governmental
authorities. A party’s trustworthiness helps to improve corporate image and credibility. In the study,
Luo (2001) conducted an empirical analysis of 131 MNCs in China and found evidence that all four
building blocks were significantly associated with MNC-host government relations.
2.5.2.3 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
Globalization has reshaped CPA at levels below and above national governments (Windsor, 2007).
Windsor argued that business is affected by international policy regimes, supranational NGOs,
subnational communities and supranational quasi-governmental institutions. MNCs are nowadays
exposed to a variety of non-market institutions, corruption policies, and stakeholder demands for
CSR. Teegen et al. (2004) also argues that the global political-economic environment has changed
dramatically due to the rise of organized civil society and NGOs. “NGOs are private, not-for-profit
organizations that aim to serve particular societal interests by focusing advocacy and or operational
efforts on social, political and economic goals, including equity, education, health, environmental
protection and human rights” (Teegen et al., 2004, p. 466). NGOs advocate in several ways: holding
conferences, conducting research, staging citizen tribunals, lobbying, serving as advisory experts and
representatives for decision-making, monitoring actions of others, promoting codes of conduct,
setting agendas, organizing boycotts, and distributing information to constituencies (Hudson, 2002).
Teegen et al. (2004) stressed that in this era, characterized by increasing globalization, international
business (IB) researchers should respond more effectively to the challenges due to the emergence of
social movements and NGOs. The researchers mentioned that the main schools of IB theories (e.g.
the MNC-host government bargaining model, or the institutional perspective on MNCs) should be
adjusted to better account for these increasingly meaningful new actors. NGOs do substantially
influence governments and MNCs in national and global contexts. In turn, they are also influenced by
the global political-economic environment, which creates a dynamic co-evolutionary phenomenon.
According to Teegen et al. (2004), collaborations among NGOs and corporations emerged as new
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organizational vehicles to supply social services like environmental protection and poverty
alleviation.
According to Richter (2011), there are seven categories of institutional entrepreneurs in the CSR field
that influence corporate behaviour and its environmental and social impact. The first category
concerns civil society actors that try to impact corporate behaviour by setting the CSR agenda of
firms (Arevalo & Fallon, 2008). The most prevalent obes are activist movements, in most cases NGOs
whose aim is to institutionalize CSR (Den Hond & De Bakker, 2007). The second category includes the
local, national and international media, which can inform and educate the public with new issues
such as labour rights violations or environmental pollution (Stadler, 2004). According to Scammell
(2000) the internet has been a powerful tool for shaping public opinions in the CSR field. The third
category concerns national and supranational governments. They are equipped with substantial
power to influence corporate behaviour through governmental action and legislation (Matten &
Moon, 2008). The fourth category covers the new discursive arenas (e.g. the UN Global Compact or
the Global Reporting Initiative) that have emerged to develop guidelines and standards for MNCs
(Ruggie, 2004). Ethical investment is identified as the fifth category. In recent years, the traditional
investment dogma has been replaced by ethical investments, emphasizing responsible supply chain
management, transparency in corporate governance codes, ethical business practices and
appropriate profit utilization (Petersen & Vredenburg, 2009). During the 1980s, in a reaction to the
shareholder value dogma, new types of investment funds emerged that added environmental and
social performance to their selection criteria. These investment funds underlined the importance of
non-financial criteria in assessing firm value. As the sixth category, Richter (2011) argues that large
customers and suppliers have the ability to influence corporate behaviour. These institutional
entrepreneurs are concerned with product quality and safety, which directly affects financial
performance (Berman et al., 1999), and use their bargaining power to pressurize their clients to
institutionalize ethical corporate practices (Richter, 2011). The seventh category concerns consumer
activism, which is increasingly influencing consumer buying decisions (Klein et al., 2004). Consumer
organizations create awareness in the field of responsible buying, which means that consumers
should consider the way products are produced and sold.
According to Windsor (2007), MNCs aim to maximize both sustainable competitive advantage and
corporate reputation for wealth creation through the deployment and assignment of scarce
resources across multiple jurisdictions. The corporation attempts to implement an integrated
strategic management approach (Baron, 1995). Windsor (2007) sets out four key dimensions of this
integrated strategy: market, political, corruption and responsibility. The market dimension concerns
the relationships with economic stakeholders and competitors. The other three dimensions, which
represent non-market strategies, deal directly or indirectly with non-economic stakeholders,
economic stakeholders and competitors. The political dimension addresses the relationships with
governments and governmental relevant stakeholders. It judges whether these relationships are
ethical and legal, involving stakeholders, competitors, international institutions, NGOs and
governments. The corruption dimension concerns how to react and what attitude to adopt as a firm
when there are bribery or extortion opportunities. The researcher mentions that an anticorruption
attitude affects a MNC’s reputation. Indeed, Luo (2006) describes that MNCs that preserve legitimacy
move away from political corruption. With regard to responsibility, Windsor (2007) describes that
global CSR involves an anticorruption attitude and includes normative boundaries in corporate
political activities. “CSR strategy deals with non-market resource commitments expected by or
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voluntarily provided to societies and stakeholders” (Windsor, 2007, p. 265). These four integrated
strategy dimensions occur at multiple levels and in multiple countries. Schuler and Cording (2006)
argue that each strategy dimension eventually affects both sustainable competitive advantage and
corporate reputation.
Detomasi (2007) also emphasized that globalization has enlarged the economic power of MNCs,
calling for greater CSR from these corporations. He introduced Global Public Policy Networks (GPPN)
as a mechanism through which corporations can positively impact CSR. This model relies on the
individual strengths of governments, NGOs and MNCs in creating behavioural standards in areas such
as working conditions, environmental standards and labour rights.
The policy inputs from several actors (national governments, activists and NGO groups, and MNCs)
represent the first level of the GPPN. Each actor has a clear interest in joining these networks. “For
MNCs, GPPN provide a mechanism for dialog and for input into the CSR expectations that they will be
expected to fulfil” (Detomasi, 2007, p. 328). These networks will provide each individual MNC with an
understanding of what they can and cannot expect to achieve in the field of CSR. The researcher
argues that GPPN allows national governments a middle road between the relaxation of regulatory
control for encouraging FDI and aggressively adhering to control to the point of damaging economic
development. GPPN can create common CSR standards across countries and industries which can
provide states and corporations with more transparency and clarity. As a result of participating in
GPPN, activist and NGO groups can acquire a strengthened position in influencing long-term
corporate planning. This group of actors can generate a long-term effect by working together with
corporations to create higher environmental and labour standards.
The second level of the mechanism includes all GPPN activities themselves (Detomasi, 2007). GPPN
creates a forum for dialogue and discussion in which various actors can participate, it functions as a
storage place of information, and it acts as a body of reference and dispute resolution.
The third level of the model concerns the policy outputs of GPPN. Detomasi (2007) mentioned that
the first policy outcome is standard setting in expectations around areas such as wage, labour and
environmental conditions. The second outcome concerns enforcement mechanisms for
transgressors, which can range from group sanctioning to outright expulsion from the network.
According to the researcher, a third policy outcome of GPPN can be seen as an on-going evaluation
of its effectiveness in global governance. In this respect, GPPN identify areas in which current
performance is inadequate and respond to new governance challenges. “GPPN offer one potential
framework for overcoming the weakness in the current system of global governance” (Detomasi,
2007, p. 332).

2.6 Theoretical Model
Based on the structured literature review and the potential factor of our expectations, a theoretical
model concerning business diplomacy is proposed in this section. This theoretical model attempts to
give an overall picture of business diplomacy by including its antecedents, dimensions and outcomes.
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Figure 3: Theoretical model

2.6.1 Dimensions
The theoretical model distinguishes between two dimensions of business diplomacy, approach and
organization. The approach dimension consists of business diplomacy intensity, policy clarity,
breadth, means deployment and resource availability. The organization dimension consists of
responsibility. Based on our working definition of business diplomacy, we expect that by measuring
these six sub-dimensions, a complete picture of how business diplomacy is approached and
organized within a MNC can be created.
Approach
The approach dimension concerns business diplomacy intensity, policy clarity, breadth, means
deployment and resource availability within MNCs employed in establishing and sustaining positive
relationships with foreign government representatives and non-governmental stakeholders
(economic and non-economic) in a foreign business environment.
Business diplomacy intensity reflects the extent to which a company actively establishes and sustains
positive relationships with FGreps and NONg stakeholders. It indicates how intensively the company
executes business diplomacy. The second sub-dimension, policy clarity, reflects the extent to which a
MNC has a clear and organization-wide policy on how to establish and sustain these relationships. It
indicates whether there are formal/written rules for business diplomacy or informal/unwritten
guidelines. Business diplomacy breadth reflects the extent to which establishing and sustaining these
relationships is done by every company representative. It also indicates whether employees consider
themselves as representatives of the organization when they are in contact with FGreps and NONg
stakeholders. As described in the literature review, London (1999) provides recommendations for
making business diplomacy more effective in organizations. He suggests that managers should apply
a diplomatic style of operation and that leaders should show the value of business diplomacy to
peers, subordinates, customers, etc. The fourth sub-dimension, means deployment, reflects the
extent to which the company deploys a diversity of means for establishing and sustaining positive
relationships with FGreps and NONg stakeholders. It indicates which means, methods and channels
(e.g. social meetings, public forums, seminars, local government debates, media, ethics, sponsor
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activities, etc.) are used by the firm for business diplomacy. Input for this sub-dimension is derived
from the scientific work of Luo (2001), included in the literature review. The researcher proposes
four building blocks for improving a MNC’s cooperative relationships with host governments: political
accommodation, resource complementarity, organizational credibility and personal relations.
Business diplomacy resource availability reflects the extent to which the company uses multiple firm
resources (e.g. financial, time, knowledge) to establish and sustain these relationships. Input for this
dimension is partly derived from the work of Saner and Yiu (2005), included in the literature review.
The researchers provide recommendations for how the CEO should be involved in providing all kinds
of policy directives (e.g. a knowledge system for cumulative learning, business diplomacy training for
middle managers, etc.) in order to make business diplomacy more effective.
Organization
The organization dimension concerns the responsibility within MNCs for establishing and sustaining
positive relationships with FGreps and NONg stakeholders (economic and non-economic) in a foreign
business environment. Business diplomacy responsibility reflects the extent to which the company’s
responsibility for establishing and sustaining positive relationships with FGreps and NONg
stakeholders lies on the headquarters level or within the foreign subsidiaries, or whether they are
both partly responsible. This dimension indicates whether business diplomacy is set by the
headquarters for the whole organization (centralized), a framework of guidelines has been set by the
headquarters but a foreign subsidiary has some degree of freedom to decide upon implementing
them, or whether subsidiary executives are free to decide upon how to execute business diplomacy
(decentralized).
2.6.2 Firm, industry and institutional-level antecedents
There is a lack of research towards the antecedents of business diplomacy specifically; it is not
exactly clear what determines the approach and organization of business diplomacy in MNCs.
However, several researchers (Bonardi et al., 2005; Hillman et al., 2004; Lux et al., 2011; Schuler &
Rehbein, 1997) conducted research on the firm-level, industry-level and institutional-level
antecedents of CPA. Most antecedents of business diplomacy, as presented in the theoretical model,
are based on findings in the CPA field. The theoretical framework that describes how CPA is related
to business diplomacy can help explain why certain antecedents of CPA can also be applied to
business diplomacy, and thus are included in the theoretical model. Although business diplomacy is
focused on creating long-term relationships with FGreps and NONg stakeholders (economic and noneconomic) to create legitimacy in a foreign business environment and CPA is aimed at influencing
public policy makers (in the home country, and increasingly in foreign countries) in favour of the firm,
both are focused on influencing parties in the organization’s external environment.
As firm-level antecedents of business diplomacy, firm size (Hillman & Hitt, 1999; Hillman et al., 2004;
Schuler, 1996; Schuler & Rehbein, 1997), firm age (Hansen & Mitchell, 2000), organizational slack
(Schuler, 1996), resource dependency on the host government (Schuler, 1996) and the business
diversification level of the firm (Hillman, 2003; Lux et al., 2011; Schuler, 1996) are derived from the
CPA literature. We expect that these antecedents influence business diplomacy in the same way as
described in the literature review in the CPA context. Firm size: bigger firms have more resources to
engage in business diplomacy alone, whereas smaller firms are more likely to work collectively.
Firm age: firms which have been in business for a relatively long time are more experienced and have
more credibility (Hillman, 2003; Hillman & Hitt, 1999). Older firms can be expected to need a less
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advanced approach for business diplomacy as they have already gained more legitimacy.
Organizational slack: firms with a relatively high level of organizational slack are more likely to
engage in business diplomacy since they possess the financial resources. Resource dependency: the
greater the extent to which a firm depends on host government resources, the more likely it is that
the firm will engage in business diplomacy. Business diversification level: firms that pursue
diversification strategies are exposed to a greater number and variety of social pressures, and hence
are more likely to engage in business diplomacy. For these reasons, we expect that the approach and
organization of business diplomacy will be characterized with a higher intensity, a more sharply
defined policy, greater breadth, a higher deployment of means, a greater availability of resources if
companies are larger, and a more decentralized responsibility if firms are relatively larger, relatively
younger, have a relatively high level of organizational slack, depend more on host government
resources and pursue diversification strategies.
In addition, global integration and local responsiveness are included as firm-level antecedents in the
model. The approach and organization of business diplomacy might depend on the type of MNC. In
their article, Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) proposed a typology of firms in which the level of global
integration and local responsiveness determines whether a firm is typified as international,
multinational, global or transnational. We expect that locally responsive firms approach and organize
business diplomacy in a different way than centrally integrated firms. We describe below how we
expect the approach and organization of business diplomacy to be characterized for each type of
MNC in the typology of Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989).
1. International firm (scores low on both global integration and local responsiveness)
International firms are characterized as domestic corporations with foreign appendages (Bartlett &
Ghoshal, 1989). They have an opportunistic approach towards FDIs. Building up long-term positive
relationships with FGreps and NONg stakeholders (economic and non-economic) has no priority for
them. Thus, we expect that these firms will have no policies or guidelines for business diplomacy and
will not be intensively active in seeking contacts and building these relationships. The extent to which
all employees engage in business diplomacy is low, and since international firms are operating from
their home country (headquarters), there are no subsidiaries with a differentiated business
diplomacy function. For international firms, creating and sustaining legitimacy in foreign business
environments have a much lower priority than taking advantage of economic opportunities that
arise. For these reasons, we also expect a low deployment of means and a low availability of
resources for business diplomacy.
2. Multinational firm (scores low on global integration, high on local responsiveness)
Multinational firms have a better realization of the importance of international markets (Bartlett &
Ghoshal, 1989). As opposed to a clearly defined, organization-wide policy, we expect that
multinational firms have developed some basic policies and informal guidelines for business
diplomacy, as they are attempting to be locally responsive to the specific needs and demands of each
individual business market. Since corporate image and reputation are perceived as important, the
multinational firm intensively seeks contacts and builds positive relationships with FGreps and NONg
stakeholders (economic and non-economic) in each local business market. For these reasons, we
expect that the extent to which all employees engage in business diplomacy will be high, and that the
responsibility is decentralized. Each foreign subsidiary is free to adapt business diplomacy to the
specific characteristics of its local business market. Furthermore, we expect a high deployment of
means and a high availability of resources for business diplomacy.
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3. Global firm (scores high on global integration, low on local responsiveness)
According to Bartlett & Ghoshal (1989), global firms are increasingly concerned about international
competition. This type of firm strives for cost competitiveness by means of product standardization
and organizational centralization. We expect that it realizes the importance of establishing and
sustaining positive relationships with foreign stakeholders, but doesn’t perceive local business
markets as different in terms of specific stakeholder expectations and demands. Probably, a strict
formal policy for business diplomacy is set by the headquarters, and standardized for all foreign
subsidiaries. Therefore, the approach and organization of business diplomacy are characterized by a
low intensity, narrow breadth, centralized responsibility, moderate deployment of means, and
moderate availability of resources.
4. Transnational firm (scores high on both global integration and local responsiveness)
According to Bartlett & Ghoshal (1989), transnational firms need to respond to global competition
and specific host-country pressures simultaneously. We expect that this firm recognizes specific
stakeholders’ expectations and demands in each local business market, suggesting a decentralized
business diplomacy responsibility in which subsidiary executives intensively seek contact and build
relationships with foreign stakeholders in each local business market. Along with local
responsiveness, this type of firm also strives for global efficiency, suggesting a centralized business
diplomacy responsibility in which a strict and clear business diplomacy policy is set by the
headquarters, standardized for all subsidiaries in all local markets. Therefore, we expect a combined
approach and organization of business diplomacy, for example, the use of regional headquarters. The
main headquarters can allow its regional headquarters to include elements of differentiation in their
approach and organization of business diplomacy to deal with the specific characteristics in that local
region (e.g. Asia). Subsequently, each regional headquarters will set a clear business diplomacy policy
for all its subsidiaries. In that case, the responsibility for business diplomacy is partly decentralized. In
this combination we expect that business diplomacy intensity, policy clarity, breadth, means
deployment, and resource availability are all at a moderate to high level.
As industry-level antecedents of business diplomacy, industry concentration (Hillman et al., 2004;
Olson, 1965; Schuler et al., 2002) and economic opportunities (Lux et al. (2011) are derived from the
CPA literature. For business diplomacy, we also expect a positive relationship with industry
concentration in the markets in which the firm operates, since the firm has a greater need to
distinguish itself from its local competitors in order to create legitimacy in a foreign business
environment. Economic opportunities: when firms enter rapidly growing markets in which economic
opportunities exist, the firm is less likely to engage in business diplomacy since it will focus more on
economic returns. Furthermore, we expect that the type of industry in which the firm is active will
influence the commitment to business diplomacy. Especially firms that engage in business operations
that directly affect the population are expected to engage in business diplomacy to safeguard their
corporate image and reputation. In their article, Saner et al. (2000) give some examples of a firm in
the oil industry. Environmental disasters and air pollution, resulting from oil spills, have led to a
massive deterioration of the living conditions of a local population group. This firm lacked the
diplomatic skills to deal with a population directly affected by its business operations. As a
consequence, many NGOs have openly accused the firm of negligence (Saner et al., 2000). For these
reasons, we expect that the approach and organization of business diplomacy will be characterized
by a higher intensity, more sharply defined policy, greater breadth, higher deployment of means,
higher availability of resources and more decentralized responsibility when companies operate in
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industries with relatively lower economic opportunities and in which business operations affect
populations more directly. For an industry type of organization, we expect to see a difference
between the primary, secondary and tertiary sector for its approach and organization.
Chan et al. (2008) recognized that, depending on the institutional setting, companies will act
differently in different countries. Kostecki and Naray (2007) also mentioned that the institutional
characteristics of a host country determine a commercial diplomat’s activities. When the institutional
structure of a country is characterized by instability and vulnerability, a company can be scared off
(Tsui-Auch & Möllering, 2008). The company runs the risk of incurring losses due to institutional
insecurity. Institutional development, the first institutional-level variable, indicates a country’s
openness towards international trade. North (1991) mentioned that companies rely heavily on
personal networks in host countries in which the institutional infrastructure is weak. We therefore
expect that companies operating in such countries will recognize the importance of business
diplomacy better. They will consider establishing and sustaining positive relationships with FGreps
and NONg stakeholders (economic and non-economic) as essential for creating business
opportunities. Institutional complexity, the second institutional-level variable, indicates the extent to
which the decision powers in a country are dispersed. According to Mahoney and Baumgartner
(2008), diplomats have to address more layers of governance when decision powers are widely
dispersed, and there are many levels of decision-making. We expect that companies operating in
countries in which the institutional complexity is high will recognize the importance of business
diplomacy better since they have to establish and maintain relationships with many parties on many
levels in order to create business opportunities. Especially if the institutional system of a country
reflects a classic corporatist structure, the company will be able to collaborate with decision-makers
(Mahoney & Gartner, 2008). When the institutional complexity is low and the decision power is held
by one single party, we expect that companies will regard business diplomacy as less important since
they will focus on the one party in charge. Thus, we expect that as companies operate more in
countries in which the institutional development is weak and the institutional complexity is high,
their approach and organization of business diplomacy will be characterized by a higher intensity,
more sharply defined policy, greater breadth, more decentralized responsibility, higher deployment
of means, and higher availability of resources.
2.6.3 Outcomes
Ordeix-Rigo and Duarte (2009) argue that by engaging in corporate diplomacy, corporations can
increase their power and legitimacy. Hillman et al. (1999) suggest that interacting with governments
can provide MNCs with more influence over legislative and regulatory processes. Hillman and Wan
(2005) mention that without legitimacy, MNCs won’t be able to influence public policy outcomes.
Given these insights from several different researchers, it can be argued that legitimacy, as a direct
outcome of business diplomacy, creates business opportunities for MNCs. Firms that have access to
these opportunities will enjoy a competitive advantage (Schuler et al., 2002). Lux et al. (2011)
mention that CPA leads to better firm performance, higher return on investment, return on assets
and government-derived revenues. Although this falls outside our research scope, we expect that
business diplomacy eventually leads to better firm performance as well. The theoretical model shows
that business diplomacy leads to legitimacy and, in turn, to better firm performance.
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2.7 Research direction
In today’s dynamic business environment there is a growing business diplomacy managers and BD
function(s) within organisations (Saner & Yiu, 2005). We defined business diplomacy as follows:
“Business diplomacy involves establishing and sustaining positive relationships (by top executives or
their representatives) with foreign government representatives and non-governmental stakeholders
(economic and non-economic) with the aim to build and sustain legitimacy (safeguard corporate
image and reputation) in a foreign business environment”. The field of CPA, which is focused on firms
influencing governmental policies in home countries, is a popular field of study as the amount of
scientific literature published in the last few decades suggests. In the CPA literature, firm-, industryand institutional-level variables in home countries are tested by several authors as described in
section 2.5.1. Furthermore, various types of corporate political strategies have already been
developed, but for business diplomacy there is still a lack of proper studies.
Business diplomacy research that is focused on the determinants for business diplomacy has not yet
been conducted. The quantitative business diplomacy gap needs to be filled. The theoretical model,
as proposed in the previous section, is part of the research model of the business diplomacy study.
Our study focuses on firm-level characteristics, type of industry and institutional development and
their influence on the approach and organization of business diplomacy within multinationals. In our
definition we distinguished between FGreps and NONg stakeholders, as we expect that differences in
the stakeholders will also lead to different business diplomacy approaches. The antecedents
described in the theoretical model, derived from several CPA studies and our expectations, could
affect a firm’s business diplomacy approach and organization. This study provides the opportunity, in
this still under-explored field, for a better understanding of approaches and the organisation of
business diplomacy with independent antecedents in multinational organizations.

The research question of our study is formulated as: “To what extent do firm characteristics, the type
of industry and institutional-development determine the approach and organization of Business
Diplomacy within MNC’s?”
Figure 4: Research model
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3 Methods
In this chapter the data collection methods (3.1) and the sample technique and procedures are
described (3.2). Then the internal consistency for the scaled items (3.3) and the recoded independent
variables in our research are briefly discussed. Finally, we conclude with the sample distribution (3.4)
and the analysis techniques used in this research (3.5).

3.1 Data collection methods
To determine the relations between firm-level characteristics, type of industry and institutional
development and the business diplomacy approach and organization, the following data is required:
(1) the business diplomacy level of firms for the approach and organization dimensions, measured
with the sub-dimensions of business diplomacy and (2) the independent variables, measured with
nominal, ordinal and scale data. An online questionnaire was used as the data collection method for
the data which was not included in the corporate websites, annual reports, the Human Development
Report (Klugman et al., 2011) and the Democracy Index Report (Economist Intelligence Unit, 2011)
consulted. Quantitative research has the drawback that the data is limited in depth (Babbie, 2010).
3.1.1 Questionnaire construct
Business diplomacy intensity, policy clarity, breadth, resource availability, means deployment, and
responsibility are measured by the self-constructed questionnaire. For each sub-dimension six to
seven items were created based on the structured literature review and potential antecedents
created by us. The items formed the input for the questions in order to determine a respondent’s
score for each sub-dimension (Appendix A). The questions (items) for determining the scores for a
sub-dimension are based on theory discussed by previous researchers as mentioned in the literature
review, along with items which we considered important (Appendix B). The questions are measured
on a 7-point Likert scale for which the value of each question was: strongly disagree (1), disagree (2),
disagree somewhat (3), neither agree nor disagree(4), agree somewhat (5), agree (6), strongly agree
(7). Each sub-dimension was measured for FGreps and NONg stakeholders except for the resource
availability sub-dimension. In the questions, abbreviations are used for both foreign government
representatives (FGreps) and non-governmental stakeholders (NONg). For all questions the grammar
and the presence of unambiguous questions were checked by people specialized in English.
To determine the level of global integration and local responsiveness (Bartlett and Ghoshal,1989),
five questions derived from the research of Leong and Tan (1993) were inserted in the questionnaire.
In the study of Leong & Tan, twelve questions were asked of 131 top management personnel of
MNCs in order to evaluate the typology of Bartlett and Ghoshal. In our identification of the typology
of the firms, the questions with the greatest differences between the four different types of MNCs (5
points likert scale) were used. These questions (see appendix A) indicate the extent to which a firm is
globally integrated and locally responsive, which is linked to the four types of MNCs (international,
multinational, global and transnational). Questions for determining the antecedent host country
(country in which the respondent is situated) and the industry type were included in the
questionnaire. The independent variables firm size, firm age and home country (country of origin)
were collected from the corporate websites and annual reports. The institutional development
variables of a host country were collected from the Human Development Report (Klugman et al.,
2011) and the Democracy Index Report (Economist Intelligence Unit, 2011). The questions for
measuring the host country, sector, level of global integration, local responsiveness and level of
business diplomacy approach and organization towards FGreps were presented in the questionnaire
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(Appendix A). An overview of the construct, dimension, indicators, sources and output types of each
variable for the measurement of the (sub)dimensions is given in appendix B, and in appendix C the
nine independent variables are described.
NetQ was selected as the online tool for creating and editing the questionnaire. The criteria used for
the selection of the online tool was the number of possible respondents (at least 500), a manageable
tool, data which could easily be transferred to SPSS, and professional looking questionnaire. Netquest as a tool offered students the easy creation of questionnaires, up to 1000 respondents,
professional look of the questionnaire, and data results could be saved within an Excel file. Other
tools such as Survey Monkey, surveys, etc. were also considered but did not meet some criteria.

3.2 Sample techniques
As our definition of business diplomacy describes, business diplomacy aims at establishing and
sustaining relationships with FGreps and NONg stakeholders (economic and non-economic) in host
countries. The sample used in our research was purposively chosen as we expect that the
environment of an emerging economy influences the way business diplomacy is organized within
European companies. In emerging economies, where the institutional development is categorized as
flawed or even authoritarian, firms need to create legitimacy to be competitive. The purposive
sampling technique is used to conduct research when the host country of a firm is an emerging
economy. Our sample consists of managers of public affairs, government relations, communication,
or regulatory affairs or the country director of European multinationals with a subsidiary in
Indonesia, Vietnam or Taiwan. The latter three countries are considered emerging economies. We
expected that companies need to build relationships with FGreps and NONg organisations to create a
license to operate (legitimacy) in order to survive. As emerging economies are rapidly changing, the
host country can be expected to influence business diplomacy. For European businesses in Indonesia,
the book Eurobusiness directory (Eurocham, 2012) is used as a resource. It contains the names of
European companies and private investors, including the names of the country directors and his/her
e-mail address or the general e-mail address. Regarding the respondents of subsidiaries operating in
Vietnam (European Chamber of Commerce in Vietnam, 2012) and Taiwan (ECCT, 2012), websites of
the European Chamber of Commerce were used as sources. Then, the first 500 of the world’s biggest
companies (as determined in the Forbes 2000 list) were selected as respondents for the study. This
was due to the low response rate from European businesses in the emerging economies. Forbes
generates a list of the “world biggest public companies” each year, with the ranking based on four
metrics: sales, profits, assets and market value (Forbes, 2012). The purposive sampling method was
also applied to the Forbes 2000 list, as we sent the questionnaire invitations only to subsidiaries of
firms in developed countries. In this way we are able to determine whether there is a difference in
the level of business diplomacy between firms whose subsidiary is located in an emerging economy
or in a developed economy.
We set some criteria for inclusion in the sample. For the emerging economies there were three
criteria. The first was that the firms must be European (the headquarters in a European country);
second the companies should have a subsidiary in one of the three named countries; third, it has to
be a company with more than one subsidiary. The last requirement was meant to exclude firms
which only use emerging economies to produce their product for the European market, as business
diplomacy in that case is only oriented to the European market. The two criteria for the companies
on the Forbes list are that it has to operate internationally and may not be state/nation-owned.
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3.2.1 Invitation procedure
Invitations were sent directly by e-mail, where possible, to managers of public affairs, government
relations, communication, regulatory affairs or the country director (with name and personal e-mail
address) as they are in most cases responsible (partly) for business diplomacy in their subsidiary.
When no e-mail addresses and/or names of people in the relevant functions were available, the
mails were sent to corporate e-mail addresses and accompanied by a contact form.
The invitations contained a header with the subject and the value of the research, explaining who we
(the researchers) are, the person we would like to have respond, the confidentiality of the data, the
time completion of the questionnaire approximately takes and the URL (see appendix D). Reminders
regarding the questionnaire were sent between 7 and 10 days later, to avoid inundating firms with
reminders in a short period of time.
3.2.2 Response
The response rate was low, with an average return rate of 5.05%. Only 61 (50 useful) questionnaires
of the total of 1207 were returned.
Table 2: Response to questionnaire

Total invitations
sent
Indonesia
Vietnam
Taiwan
Forbes 2000
Total

330
282
137
458
1207

Returned invitations
(total after 3
reminders)
17 (of which 7 useful)
18 (of which 17 useful)
4
21
Total 61 (50 useful)

Response rate

5.15%
6.38%
2.92%
4.59%
5.05%

We had hoped that at least a 10% response rate would be feasible. However, due to time
restrictions, we decided to analyse the 50 useful questionnaires. The other 11 completed
questionnaires did not meet the criteria we set.

3.3 Internal consistency
Consistency of the scales for the business diplomacy approach and organization dimensions, global
integration and local responsiveness was tested with Cronbach’s alpha reliability test (α). Reliability
tests for the dimensions of business diplomacy approach and organization were considered good
(Approach advancedness FG Reps α =.804, NONg α =.745) (Organization FG Reps α =.734, NONg α
=.822). Business diplomacy approach advancedness is based on the means of the five subdimensions, intensity, policy clarity, breadth, means deployment and resource availability. These subdimensions individually showed ‘good’ reliability scores or better. The lowest reliability score was α
=.777 for resource availability, which is considered a good coefficient score according to George and
Mallery (2003). The mean deployment sub-dimension scores α =.804 for FG reps and α =.842 for
NONg. The policy clarity, intensity and breadth sub-dimensions have excellent reliability scores
(α>.900) for FGreps as well as for NONg stakeholders. There is thus no reason to suggest that the
questions and scales used for measuring the dependent variables are unreliable.
For global integration (α =.518) the consistency is considered poor, and the scale for local
responsiveness (α =.680) is considered questionable. Although these are low coefficients, it was
decided to retain the measurement as the questions complement each other and will give a better
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insight into whether firms are globally integrated and local responsive than when that item/question
is deleted.
3.3.1 Independent variables recoded.
Due to the small sample size and the large variation between firms, it was decided to recode the
following variables: firm size, firm age, home country, host country, type of industry, and HDI. Firm
size was recoded into four ordinal scales: small MNCs (up to 5,000 employees), medium MNCs (5,001
to 25,000 employees), medium-large MNCs (25,000 to 100,000 employees) and large MNCs (more
than 100,000 employees). The main reason for this recoding was the wide distribution (SD=103,125
employees).
Firm age was taken to indicate ‘experience’ and ‘credibility’ as suggested by Hillman (2003; Hillman
et al., 1999). This was recoded into five ordinal categories: up to 25 years, 26-50 years, 51-100 years,
101-150 years, and over 150 years. The home country (country of origin) of a firm was ascertained by
consulting the corporate websites for the location of its headquarters. To make the dependent
variable ‘country origin’ measurable, a distinction was made between the regions as the locations
and cultural differences could influence business diplomacy. Four main regions were defined:
northwest Europe, south Europe, Anglo/US and Asia. Countries which are not represented in those
four regions were categorized as “other”. In the questionnaire eight different industries were
distinguished for the variable sector. Of our sample, 30% (n=15) was mainly operating in the service
industry and only 4% (n=2) in the financial sector. To test possible differences in business diplomacy
between firms operating in different sectors, the number of each category should exceed two. New
categories were created of firms operating in the primary, secondary or tertiary sectors. The primary
sector includes firms with basic production (oil, fishery), the secondary sector involves the
production of goods (food, industry, etc.), and the tertiary sector is the service sector (financial,
consultancy, etc.). Each of the eight industries in the questionnaire was recoded to this new
distinction.
The different human development indices of the host countries were divided into two groups. The
group distinction is made upon the aggregating ratios of the host countries. The first group consisted
of HDI values between .500 and .750, which corresponds to a medium score, the second group
consisted of HDI values from .750 up to 1 and corresponds to a high/very high score.

3.4 Sample distribution
In our sample, 38% (n=19) was considered small MNCs with up to 5,000 employees, and 26% each
(n=9) for medium and medium-large firms. Our sample consisted of firms mostly up to 50 years old
and between 100 and 150 years in business. Thus, for firm size and firm age, the most extreme
categories are represented the best. The sample technique, use of emerging economies and the
Forbes 2000 list, has influenced the distribution of the firm-level variables host and home countries
and the institutional development of host countries, HDI and Democracy Index. West Europe is highly
represented in the home-country variable with 38% (n=19). This region includes the Netherlands,
Germany, Belgium and countries from Scandinavia. Asia has the highest number of representatives
for the host-country variable as Vietnam, Indonesia and Taiwan are part of this region. The
authoritarian regime has the highest frequency as it includes the regime state of Vietnam (n=18)
followed by flawed democracies (Taiwan and Indonesia, n=15) and full democracies (Forbes 2000,
n=17). Not represented in our sample are countries characterized with a hybrid regime as they
mostly occur in the African continent. The distribution of HDI is equally divided with 52% (n=26)
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subsidiaries in a host country with a medium HDI index (Vietnam, Indonesia and Taiwan) and 48%
(n=24) subsidiaries in a host country with a high to very high HDI index. In our sample, the primary
sector was relatively small with 8%, and the secondary sector was the largest with 58% represented.
The measurement of global integration and local responsiveness showed relatively high means (5point Likert scale; Global integration M=3.66 and Local responsiveness M=3.7), suggesting that firms
in our sample are considered to be mainly transnational. Transnational companies are considered
globally integrated and responsive to local demands. The least present type of firms in our sample is
the international firm, which scores low on both global integration and local responsiveness. The
sample distribution based on the typology of Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) is displayed in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Sample distribution based on typology of Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989)

3.5 Analysis methods
The quantitative data as well as the data from the corporate websites, annual reports, the Human
Development Report (Klugman et al., 2011) and the Democracy Index Report (Economist Intelligence
Unit, 2011) were used for a statistical analysis with the SPSS program. The questionnaire data
collected with the NETQ online tool can be saved in an Excel document, which can be imported in
SPSS. In SPSS the data were transformed from string data to numerical data. At all-times the analysis
script codes are put in the syntax, so SPSS can calculate and transform the data faster when new data
is inserted. An exploratory analysis was done, resulting in a table with the number of cases (n), the
minimum (Min), maximum (Max), mean (M), standard deviation (SD), scale reliability by measuring
the Cronbach’s alpha (α), and the number of items of which the constructs are composed (Appendix
E, Table 5). The following significance levels will be used for the findings: highly significant when
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P<0.01 and significant when 0.01 < P < 0.05. The distinction for the interpretation of each subdimension is applied.
A score of:

1 - 1.5 = Very low
1.5 - 2.5= Low
2.5 - 3.5 = moderately low
3.5 - 4.5 = Medium
4.5 - 5.5 = moderately high
5.5 - 6.5 = High
6.5 - 7 = Very high
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4 Findings
In this chapter the findings from our questionnaire are presented. First we present the results on the
business diplomacy approach (consisting of the sub-dimensions intensity, policy clarity, breadth,
means deployment, and resource availability), followed by the results on business diplomacy
organization (responsibility). In the third section, we present the results of our attempt to explain the
variance in business diplomacy approach and organization based on the independent variables we
identified from the literature (chapter 2). This chapter concludes with tests concerning the impact
factors of business diplomacy.

4.1 Business Diplomacy Approach
The business diplomacy approach of multinational firms is moderately high advanced (FGreps: M=
4.57, SD= 0.97; NONg: M=4.56, SD=0.90).There is no mean difference in how advanced the approach
is for FGreps and NONg stakeholders, though the distribution of the advanced level of firms for
establishing and sustaining relations towards FGreps and NONg varies (Appendix F, Figure 6). The
approach for establishing and sustaining relations regarding FGreps is concentrated mainly between
a medium to a highly advanced one (scores 3.5 - 6), while that for NONg stakeholders is mainly
distributed around a medium to a moderately highly advanced (scores 4 - 5.5). The advanced
approach towards FGreps is more broadly dispersed than that towards NONg stakeholders,
suggesting that firms vary more in the level of advancedness for FGreps than for NONg stakeholders
regarding business diplomacy.
Firms score moderately high on average on the level of business diplomacy intensity and policy
clarity, but the differences between the firms are relatively large (Intensity: FGreps M= 5.27, SD=
1.41; NONg M=5.18, SD=1.39) (Policy clarity: FGreps M= 5, SD= 1.45; NONg M=4.9, SD=1.4). This
means that the firms in our questionnaire say they have a rather clear policy on business diplomacy
and their intensity of conducting business diplomacy is moderate to high. Firms score for business
diplomacy intensity towards FGreps mostly moderately high to high (scores 5 - 6.5), while that
towards NONg stakeholders peaked at a medium, a moderately high and a high intensity level (4.5 6) (Appendix F, Figure 7). When it comes to the distribution of policy clarity, the difference between
firms are more widespread. For NONg stakeholders the most frequent clarity scores are between a
medium level (score 4 - 4.5) and a high level (score 6 - 6.5), while for FGreps the accent of the
distribution is a slightly broader spread between a medium to a high level of policy clarity (Appendix
F, Figure 8). The distribution suggests that firms are slightly more intense and have clearer policies in
establishing and sustaining relations with FGreps than with NONg stakeholders, though firms vary
more in the level of intensity and policy clarity towards FGreps than towards NONg stakeholders.
Breadth of business diplomacy scores medium on average, though there is a great difference
between firms (FGreps: M= 4.3, SD= 1.37; NONg: M=4.5, SD=1.46). The sub-dimension items suggest
that employees are considered firm representatives when in contact with FGreps and NONg
stakeholders (item score: FG reps M=5.46; NONg M=5.18), but establishing and sustaining
relationships is a moderately low activity for all employees (item score: FG reps M=3.5; NONg
M=3.8). This suggests that not all employees are the initiator in establishing and sustaining these
relations. The distribution of the level of breadth for FGreps as well as for NONg stakeholders is
highly dispersed, and both distributions peak at a medium score [4 - 4.5; FGreps N= 16 (32%), NONg
N=12 (24%)] (Appendix F, Figure 9).
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On deploying means for establishing and sustaining relationships with FGreps and NONg
stakeholders, firms score moderately high (FGreps: M= 4.56, SD= 1.01; NONg: M=4.56, SD=1.16). This
indicates that they deploy a rather diverse set of means when conducting business diplomacy. The
distribution between firms and the level of means deployment for FGreps as well as for NONg
stakeholders consists mainly of scores referring to a medium to a moderately high level of mean
deployment (scores 3.5 - 5.5) (Appendix F, Figure 10).
Firms score medium on resource availability for business diplomacy (FGreps: M= 3.71, SD= 1.01;
NONg: M=3.71, SD=1.01). The items ‘a cumulative learning system for business diplomacy (M= 3.08)’
and ‘training for managers (M=3.26)’ score low. This implies that firms have medium resources
available for business diplomacy and invest moderately little in knowledge transfers through training
courses or a learning system. Resource availability is distributed mainly around scores referring to a
medium level for establishing and sustaining relations with FGreps and NONg stakeholders (n=23,
46%) (Appendix F, Figure 11). The distribution shows that a low level of resources is more commonly
available for business diplomacy (scores <3.5, n=16) than a high level of resources available (scores
4.5 – 5.5, N=9).

4.2 Business Diplomacy Organization
Firms in our sample indicate that decision-making regarding business diplomacy is neither completely
decentralized (subsidiary level) nor fully centralized (headquarters) for FGreps and NONg
stakeholders (FGreps: M= 3.9, SD= 0.734; NONg: M=3.7, SD=8.22). So subsidiaries of the firms
involved have considerable freedom to decide on how to conduct business diplomacy, though the
scores imply that there is a clear involvement from the central headquarters as well. The distribution
of differences in responsibility towards FGreps and NONg stakeholders suggests that decision-making
for establishing and sustaining relationships with FGreps is slightly more centrally organized in firms
(peak 4 - 4.5, decentralised to centrally organized), where NONg is more moderately decentralized
(peak = 3 - 3.5). For both FGreps and NONg however, business diplomacy decision-making among
firms is broadly dispersed between a moderately low to a moderately high central organization
(Appendix F, Figure 12).

4.3 Explanatory factors of business diplomacy
We argue that firm characteristics, type of industry and the institutional development of the host
country are related to the approach and organization of business diplomacy. An overall distribution
of the business diplomacy scores for the sub-dimensions among the ordinal and nominal antecedents
is presented in Appendix G (Table 7). We therefore computed a Pearson’s correlation coefficient
(Appendix H), ANOVA analyses and independent t-tests (Appendix I) to examine the relationship
between the antecedents and the (sub-)dimensions of business diplomacy for FGreps and NONg
stakeholders. In total, each independent variable is tested against the approach and organization
dimensions and also the five sub-dimensions of approach. An overview of all tested relations is given
in Table 3.
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Table 3: Overview of tested relations and significance

4.3.1 Firm characteristics and business diplomacy
No relation between firm size and the approach advancedness nor organization (responsibility) was
found, but the size of a firm was found to be significantly related to the business diplomacy subdimension policy clarity for FGreps and NONg stakeholders (Clarity: FGreps p≤.001, NONg p ≤05). The
relation between firm size and clarity for FGreps is highly significant, whereas the relation towards
NONg stakeholders is only just significant. The positive relationship (clarity: FGreps r=.370, NONg
r=.352) suggests that the larger a firm is, the clearer the business diplomacy policies are.
We expected that the age of a firm would also be positively related to the sub-dimensions of the
business diplomacy approach, but no significant relation was found. According to our sample, neither
how advanced the approach is nor the responsibility is influenced by the age of a firm.
Significant differences in business diplomacy due to a firm’s country of origin is found for business
diplomacy organization (responsibility) with FGreps (p=0.34), but no relation is found with business
diplomacy responsibility for NONg and with the approach advancedness. A significant relation exists
between northwest Europe and Anglo/US (p =.02) and south Europe and Anglo/US (p = .044),
implying that firms from northwest Europe (M =4.13) and south Europe (M=4.2) have a more
centralized business diplomacy decision-making for FGreps than firms originating from the Anglo/US
(M = 3.3). An independent t-test shows a highly significant relation for Means deployment for NONg
stakeholders between firms with an Anglo/US origin and northwest Europe (p ≤0.01). This implies
that firms with an Anglo/US origin use more diversified means for establishing and sustaining
relations with NONg (M=5.2) than firms originating in northwest Europe (M=4.15).
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No relation between the host country with the approach advancedness nor organization
(responsibility) was found, but there is a significant difference between the host country areas of Asia
and Europe for clarity (p = .02) and intensity (p =.035) towards FGreps. This implies that firms based
in Europe have clearer (stricter) business diplomacy policies (M = 5.6) and are more intense (M =
5.66) in establishing and sustaining relationships with FGreps than firms based in Asia (clarity M = 4.6
and intensity M = 4.9). No other differences in business diplomacy approach or organization are
significantly related to the host countries.
We examined whether the extent of internationalization of firms (based on the typology of Bartlett
and Ghoshal, 1989) influences the level of business diplomacy by correlating global integration and
local responsiveness with the business diplomacy sub-dimensions. The extent to which a firm is
globally integrated and responsive to locally responsive is significantly related to business diplomacy
(sub-)dimensions.
Global integration is highly significantly related to approach advancedness for FGreps (p<.01), but no
relation is found with the organization (responsibility) of business diplomacy. For the business
diplomacy approach sub-dimensions, global integration is related to intensity (p<.01), breadth
(p<.05), means deployment (p<.05) and resource availability (p<.05). The relation implies that firms
with a higher level of global integration have more intense relationships with FGreps, a broader
approach, more diverse deployment of means and more resources available for business diplomacy.
The highly significant correlation with business diplomacy approach advancedness indicates that the
more a firm is globally integrated, the more advanced an approach to business diplomacy they use
(FGreps). Global integration with business diplomacy for NONg stakeholders is significantly related to
business diplomacy breadth (p<.05) and resource availability (p<.05).
Local responsiveness is positively significantly related to business diplomacy organization
(responsibility) for FGreps (p <.05 , r=.314), which suggests that locally responsive firms have a more
centralized (HQ) decision-making regarding business diplomacy. Local responsiveness is significantly
related to business diplomacy breadth for FGreps and NONg stakeholders (p <.05). This positive
relation implies that locally responsive firms use a broader approach for establishing and sustaining
relationships with FGreps and NONg stakeholders (r=.33).
4.3.2 Type of industry and business diplomacy
No relation was found between the type of industry and the approach advancedness or organization
(responsibility), but significant relations between the type of industry and the business diplomacy
sub-dimensions were found for policy clarity (FGreps p =.017, NONg p = 0.13) and Breadth (FGreps
p=.045, NONg p = 0.18) for both FGreps and NONg stakeholders. The difference among the
secondary and the tertiary sector for business diplomacy clarity was significant (Clarity: FG Reps
p=.015, NONg p=.014), implying that firms in the secondary sector score significantly higher on
business diplomacy clarity than ones in the tertiary sector (FGreps difference M = 5.49 and M = 4.27;
NONg stakeholders difference M = 5.38 and M = 4.21). For business diplomacy breadth the primary
sector scores significantly lower than the secondary sector (FGreps p=.05 and NONg p=.015),
implying that employees in the secondary sector are considered to be more seen as representatives
when in contact with FGreps and NONg stakeholders (mean breadth FG reps M = 4.63, NONg M
=4.78) than employees in the primary sector (mean for FG reps M = 2.93, for NONg M =2.64). With
α>0.10, business diplomacy Intensity (FGreps, secondary > tertiary) and Approach advancedness
(NONg only between groups) were significantly related to the type of industry.
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4.3.3 Institutional development and business diplomacy
No significantly related difference between the level of institutional development, HDI and
democracy index of a country was found on business diplomacy approach and organization. The
development state of a host country was expected to relate to the business diplomacy approach of a
subsidiary, but no data was found to support this expectation.

4.4 Business diplomacy impact factors
A regression analysis was conducted to determine to what extent firm-level characteristics, type of
industry and institutional development can explain the level of the business diplomacy (sub-)
dimensions (and their variance). The antecedents are tested for their contribution to the (sub-)
dimensions of business diplomacy, and regression models will be tested.
Table 4: Regression results

The regression analysis showed a highly significant effect of firm size on business diplomacy clarity
for FGreps as the unstandardized coefficient is .435 (t = 2.756, p < .01). The explained variance is
13.7% (R² = .137), and firm size explains 13.7% of the level of business diplomacy clarity for FGreps
(Appendix K, Table 13). Thus, firm size positively impacts clarity. Firm size also determines business
diplomacy clarity for NONg stakeholders as the unstandardized coefficient is .401 (t = 2.607, p = .012)
with an explained variance of R² = .124.
The level of global integration positively influences how advanced the business diplomacy approach
is, with an unstandardized coefficient of .45 (t= 2.937, p < .01) and an explained variance of 15.2% (R²
= .152). The level of global integration also positively affects each business diplomacy approach subdimension except for clarity (Appendix K, Table 14). The more firms are globally integrated, the more
advanced the business diplomacy approach they use for FGreps. Also, the intensity (R² = .096),
breadth (R² = .123), means deployment (R² = .081) and availability of resources (R² = .094) for
establishing and sustaining relationships with FGreps is positively influenced by the level of global
integration. For NONg stakeholders the level of global integration impacts business diplomacy
breadth with an unstandardized coefficient of .463 (t = 2.049, p < .05) and an explained variance of
8% (R² = .08).
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The level of local responsiveness has an impact on the business diplomacy sub-dimensions Breadth
(FGreps and NONg) and responsibility (NONg) (appendix K, Table 15). The level of local
responsiveness of firms positively affects the business diplomacy breadth for FGreps (unstandardized
coefficient .387, t= 2.422, p < .05) as well as for NONg stakeholders (unstandardized coefficient .413,
t = 2.433, p < .05). The explained variance of 10.9% (R² = .109) and 11% (R² = .11), respectively,
implies that local responsiveness explains that level of breadth for FGreps and for NONg
stakeholders. The level of local responsiveness influences the responsibility for business diplomacy
positively (responsibility FGreps) as .265 (t = 2.228, p < .05) and has an explained variance of 9.8% (R²
= .098).
All sub-dimensions of business diplomacy towards FGreps are impacted by one of the three firm
characteristics of global integration, local responsiveness and/or firm size. For business diplomacy
towards NONg stakeholders, we have found no influence factor for business diplomacy intensity and
responsibility. Several multiple regression models were also tested with the firm characteristics of
global integration, local responsiveness and firm size, but no significant model was found.
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5 Conclusion and Discussion
In this chapter the most important findings of our quantitative research are presented. In section 5.2
we will discuss our findings in relation to the theoretical implications discussed in our literature
review. Then we will consider the limitations of our study and provide suggestions for further
research.

5.1 Conclusions
In this project we created a theoretical framework, in which the determinants of business diplomacy
approach and organization are presented. We ascertained that business diplomacy involves
establishing and sustaining positive relationships (by top executives or their representatives) with
FGreps and NONg stakeholders (economic and non-economic) with the aim to build and sustain
legitimacy (safeguard corporate image and reputation) in a foreign business environment. To answer
the research question, we made business diplomacy measurable in two dimensions, approach and
organization. There are five sub-dimensions to business diplomacy approach: intensity, policy clarity,
breadth, means deployments and resource availability. How advanced a firm’s approach is can be
measured by considering all five sub-dimensions. The extent to which the headquarters or the
subsidiary is responsible for business diplomacy in a host environment is measured with the subdimension responsibility.
Our findings show that firms have a moderately highly advanced approach for establishing and
sustaining relationships with FGreps and NONg stakeholders. Firms are moderately highly active in
seeking contacts and use a moderately high diversity of means to establish and sustain the relations
with FGreps and NONg stakeholders. The scores suggest that firms have a moderately high level of
clear and organization-wide business diplomacy policies. However, firms have lower scores for
breadth and resource availability. They have a medium broad business diplomacy approach, meaning
that establishing and sustaining these relationships is done to a moderate extent by every employee
within the company. Also, the firms use a medium amount of multiple firm resources (e.g. financial,
time, knowledge) for establishing and sustaining these relationships. Decision-making regarding
business diplomacy is neither completely decentralized (subsidiary level) nor fully centralized
(headquarters) for either FGreps or NONg stakeholders, as the scores of our sample suggest.
The approach and organization of business diplomacy towards FGreps and NONg stakeholders of
firms do differ, though the differences in the levels of approach and organization are relatively small.
The distribution difference in approach advancedness suggests that firms vary more in the levels of
advancedness towards FGreps than towards NONg stakeholders. Firms are slightly more intense and
have clearer policies for establishing and sustaining relations with FGreps than with NONg
stakeholders, though firms vary more in the intensity and policy clarity for business diplomacy
towards FGreps than towards NONg stakeholders. Firms score small differences between FGreps and
NONg stakeholders on the sub-dimensions breadth and means deployment. The distribution
difference of business diplomacy responsibility between FGreps and NONg stakeholders suggests
that decision-making for establishing and sustaining relationships with FGreps is slightly more
centrally organized in firms (peak = 4 - 4.5, decentralised to centrally organized), while with NONg it
is more moderately decentralized (peak = 3 - 3.5).
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In total, we tested 126 relations, of which only 20 were found to be significant with a business
diplomacy (sub-)dimension. The level of approach advancedness firms use for establishing and
sustaining relations is highly significantly influenced only by the level of global integration. For
business diplomacy intensity, there are significantly different scores between firms in the areas of
their host country and the extent that a firm is globally integrated. The significant relations we found
with the level of policy clarity were with the independent variables host country, size and industry of
a firm. The most significant relations were found for the breadth of business diplomacy. Differences
in breadth between firms were associated with a firm’s level of global integration, local
responsiveness and the type of industry a firm is operating in. The level of global integration
influences the diversity of means deployment and the amount of resources used for business
diplomacy. Also, the difference between a firm’s country of origin is related to the level of means
deployment for business diplomacy. The responsibility of business diplomacy is significantly related
to a firm’s country of origin and the level a firm is locally responsive.
The findings support our research model that firm-level characteristics and the type of industry
determine the level of business diplomacy approach and organization for some dimensions.
However, our research has found no evidence that differences in the institutional development of a
host country are related to the business diplomacy approach or organization. This suggests that the
institutional development of a country we measured does not determine the advancedness of the
business diplomacy approach or whether the business diplomacy decision-making process lies with
the subsidiary or with the headquarters.

5.2 Discussion of the findings
In this section our research will be discussed by reflecting on the literature review. We start with our
overall findings on the business diplomacy level of firms compared to the theory (5.2.1). In 5.2.2 we
discuss the practical and theoretical implications of the determinants of business diplomacy based on
the existing literature. In section 5.2.3 we compare our research findings with the qualitative
business diplomacy research conducted by Wolters (2012).
5.2.1 Business diplomacy development
Saner and Yiu (2005) and Muldoon (2005) argue that establishing and sustaining relations in today’s
business environment are becomingly more important for creating business opportunities, as firms
cannot depend solely on their competitiveness and efficiency any longer. The findings of our research
confirm that firms do understand the need for business diplomacy as they are moderately highly
active in establishing and sustaining relationships with government representatives. Furthermore,
firms have moderately high, clear and business-wide policies for establishing these relations.
In the literature review it is argued that business diplomacy needs to be more effectively introduced
throughout the entire organisation and that firms should apply a diplomatic style of operation
(London, 1999). Saner et al. (2000) argues that business diplomacy knowledge should be shared
through the entire company. Our research did not found evidence that business diplomacy is
acknowledged as a broad phenomenon within firms. Employees are moderately highly involved in
business diplomacy when they are in contact with FGreps and NONg stakeholders, but taking the
initiative to establish these relations is not an activity done by all employees, as the scores are
moderately low to low. Policies are thus indeed moderately highly clear and widely known through
the firms, but business diplomacy is not an organization-wide activity (medium level). Also, the score
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on resource availability for business diplomacy confirms that firms do not encourage business
diplomacy effectively in the entire organization (Saner & Yiu, 2005). Firms do acknowledge that
establishing and sustaining relationships with FGreps and NONg stakeholders is an activity that takes
time, but investing in knowledge transfers through training or a learning system for employees is an
activity rarely conducted by the firms in our sample.
The means deployment for business diplomacy scored moderately high, suggesting that firms are not
focused on a single means for business diplomacy. The differences among firms are relatively high for
the use of diversified means, also when it comes to communicating a clear CSR policy. It is argued
that due to the rise of organized civil society, CSR policies are more needed for legitimacy reasons
(Teegen et al., 2004). However, in our sample the communicating of CSR policies towards
governments and NGOs scored low.
In general, the business diplomacy approach can be interpreted as firms being medium advanced
when the five sub-dimensions are considered (intensity, policy clarity, means deployment, resources
and breadth). However, breadth and resources lag behind in the development of business diplomacy.
More resources availability and a broader view on business diplomacy could create even more
legitimacy for firms. We expect that there are thus still potential growth possibilities for firms
regarding business diplomacy. Our findings show that the need for business diplomacy has been
acknowledged, as the intensity and policy clarity are already implemented at a reasonable level
within the firms.
Previously conducted business diplomacy studies have not established its organization within firms.
Our findings suggest a moderate decentralized/centralized decision-making for business diplomacy.
Subsidiaries in host countries are free in their responsibility to establish and sustain relationships
with FGreps and NONg stakeholders but need to act in line with the central standards set by the
main headquarters.
5.2.2 Business diplomacy determinants
The extent to which a firm is globally integrated is a determinant of the business diplomacy approach
for FGreps, as found in our research. The level of global integration positively influences the level of
intensity, breadth, means deployment and resource availability for business diplomacy towards
FGreps. As derived from the firm typology of Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989), we expected that the
extent to which a firm is locally responsive and globally integrated is related to the approach and
organization of business diplomacy, because the types of firms have different strategies. As our
research concludes, globally integrated firms use a more advanced approach for business diplomacy.
They are more focused on cost efficiency (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989). Our findings suggest that
globally integrated firms have a higher level of intensity, breadth, means deployment and resources
availability for business diplomacy because by establishing and sustaining relation with the external
stakeholders, they can remain cost-efficient.
Based on the theory of Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989), we expected that locally responsive firms would
have a more decentralized business diplomacy organization, as they attempt to be locally responsive
to the specific needs and demands of each individual business market. However, our findings
contradict these expectations as local responsiveness is positively related to centralized responsibility
for FGreps. This suggests a more centralized business diplomacy decision-making for locally
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responsive firms. This implies that the decision-making authority lies more within the regional
headquarters than in each subsidiary as the level of local responsiveness increases.
Lux et al. (2011) determined that firm size is the largest driver of CPA. We expected that firm size
would also be an important determinant for the business diplomacy approach as larger firms have
more resources available for business diplomacy while smaller firms are more likely to cooperate
when it comes to business diplomacy (Hillman and Hitt, 1999). Firm size only influences the business
diplomacy policy clarity sub-dimension, however. The positive relation found suggests that the larger
the firm, the more written and clearer policies are used, as larger firms might need more widely
spread and clearer business diplomacy policies to keep all subsidiaries in line with their philosophy.
The region in which a subsidiary is established is significantly related to the level of policy clarity and
intensity, as well as between a firm’s country of origin and the level of responsibility (when α= .10;
also means deployment and breadth). This suggests that cultural and regional differences may be
involved in the organization and approach of business diplomacy. For instance, our sample implies
that subsidiaries established in Europe have clearer business diplomacy policies and a higher
intensity in establishing and sustaining relationships with FGreps than subsidiaries established in
Asia. The intensity in Europe might be higher because lobbying with FGreps is more normal than in
Asia. Quantitative research can be used to verify regions and cultural differences in the approach and
organisation of business diplomacy.
A firm’s industry type was expected to influence the business diplomacy approach advancedness,
especially for firms operating in the primary sector. Oil companies in the primary sector need to
intensively safeguard their corporate image and reputation (Saner et al., 2000). However, a
significant difference is found for business diplomacy breadth between the primary and the
secondary sector. The primary sector scores lower (is narrower) on business diplomacy breadth, as it
is probably more appropriate for executives to establish and sustain relations with FGreps as basic
products are often nation/public-owned than for firms in the secondary sector. Firms in the
secondary sector have clearer business diplomacy policies than firms in the tertiary sector (service
industry) for establishing and sustaining relationships with FGreps and NONg stakeholders. The
difference can be explained by the fact that the secondary sector is focused on creating tangible
product(s) and clear policies for the stakeholders (e.g. suppliers, carriers) are applied to create
business opportunities, while the tertiary sector is the service industry, it is client-oriented and has
less clear policies because the clients have different situations. The intensity level of business
diplomacy is significantly related between the types of industries when α= .10 is applied to FGreps.
The primary sector was expected to be more intense in business diplomacy than the secondary and
tertiary sectors as their business is strongly influenced by governments. Therefore, we expect that it
is related although it is only related when α= .10 is applied.
Kostecki and Naray (2007) mentioned that the institutional characteristics of a host country
determine a commercial diplomat’s activities. We expected that subsidiaries operating in less
developed countries will have a different (higher) advanced business diplomacy approach than a
subsidiary that operates in a highly developed country. After all, subsidiaries in less developed
countries have to establish and maintain relationships with many parties on many levels in order to
create business opportunities. However, no evidence hase been found that the institutional
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environment measured with HDI and the Democracy Index was related or influenced the approach of
business diplomacy or the way business diplomacy is organized within the MNCs.
5.2.3 Comparison with the qualitative business diplomacy study
Wolters (2012) conducted a qualitative study on how MNCs conduct business diplomacy. In his
qualitative research the six business diplomacy dimensions were measured with semi-structured
interviews in eight different Dutch MNCs. The results of those qualitative findings and our
quantitative ones will be compared based on the six sub-dimensions of business diplomacy and for
the relation between industry type and business diplomacy. No comparison is made for the approach
advancedness of business diplomacy as this was not measured by the qualitative research.
The study of Wolters (2012) confirmed our findings that firms do recognize the value and necessity of
business diplomacy. However, contradictory results were obtained for the policy clarity subdimension. Our findings suggest that firms have moderately clear policies for establishing and
sustaining business diplomacy with FGreps and NONg stakeholders, while in the qualitative study,
only five of the eight interviewed Dutch MNCs had general business diplomacy guidelines.
For the business diplomacy dimensions breadth, means deployment, resource availability and
responsibility, similar results were found. In accordance with our research, Wolters (2012) concluded
that business diplomacy is acknowledged as a broad phenomenon within firms although none of the
firms in the qualitative study involve all employees in establishing and sustaining relations with
FGreps and NONg stakeholders. The qualitative findings confirm that Dutch MNCs deploy a wide
range of business diplomacy means and, just like in our findings, they have time and financial
resources available for business diplomacy. Results of the interviews show that within the eight
Dutch MNCs, the organization of business diplomacy is largely decentralized on a subsidiary level,
though the business diplomacy guidelines (in five MNCs) and business codes of conduct (in all MNCs)
need to be adhered to (Wolters, 2012). Our results suggest that firms have considerable freedom to
decide on how to conduct business diplomacy, though the scores also imply that there is a clear
involvement from the headquarters as well. Our research findings for the dimensions of business
diplomacy show significant similarities, suggesting that the results are valid and consistent.
In the qualitative study (Wolters, 2012), Dutch MNCs argued that the type of industry impacts the
business diplomacy intensity. For example, the companies Philips, Wolters Kluwer and Randstad
conduct intensive business diplomacy since these MNCs operate in industries in which the business is
strongly influenced by governments. Our results did not find an association between the type of
industry (primary, secondary and tertiary sector) and business diplomacy intensity, though when
α=.10 is applied, the industry is related to business diplomacy intensity (p=.093) towards FGreps.

5.3 Limitations
Our study has limitations which should be overcome in future research on business diplomacy.
A major limitation for this research is the low statistical power due to the small sample size. Low
statistical power can lead to statistically insignificant results (Type II error). Firm-level characteristics,
type of industry and/or institutional development might not result in significant relations with
business diplomacy dimensions due to the small sample size, although in fact they are related
(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). Type II error can be reduced by collecting more evidence/data
(De Veaux, Velleman, & Bock, 2005). Due to the small number of respondents and large differences
between the firms, the data for some determinants was recoded from scale-level data to ordinal
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data. Therefore, the study should be redone with a larger sample size, which would improve its
statistical power.
The internal consistency for global integration and local responsiveness was measured with
Cronbach’s alpha. The reliability scores were lower than the rule of thumb of α>.700. This might be
due to the small sample size. However, the scale reliability for global integration and local
responsiveness can be improved by rewriting questions or adding more to determine the level of
global integration and local responsiveness of firms.
A threat to the internal validity of our research might be drop-outs. Firms that are obviously
exercising business diplomacy might be overrepresented because ones which have not deployed
business diplomacy may not have participated in our study. Another internal validity threat is
‘selection’ (Babbie, 2010). Some branches are underrepresented in our sample. This might be
because they have a ‘negative’ policy on participating in scientific research, as information about
certain processes may be referred to as confidential/classified. Most of our sample came from the
secondary sector, although most firms in the world operate in the tertiary sector. The invitation
letter for our research claimed that the questionnaire was anonymous and the data would be
presented without a company name, but the firms had to fill in their company name in the questions.
We needed the company name to verify quantitative data. In future research, it might be better to
include all quantitative data (questions) in the questionnaire. Firms that have strict rules on
participating in scientific research might have seen including the company name as an obstacle.
Our research is based on firms operating in emerging economies and firms within the Forbes 2000
list and thus cannot be seen as representative of all internationally operating firms. Because of this
purposive sampling procedure, we cannot generalize our findings to internationally operating firms
worldwide. Purposive sampling is a threat to the external validity (Babbie, 2010). The study should be
conducted with a larger sample size and a more dispersed, worldwide sample or focused on a crosscountry/continental analysis.

5.4 Future research
With our research we were able to identify the determinants of business diplomacy. However, every
study creates new questions and leaves some questions unanswered. In this section we will test our
business diplomacy model and discuss suggestions for future research.
In our exploratory research we created a model in which business diplomacy is split into two
dimensions: approach and organization. A firm’s approach advancedness is measured with the
business diplomacy sub-dimensions intensity, policy clarity, breadth, resource availability and means
deployment towards FGreps and NONg stakeholders. The organization dimension is measured with
the responsibility sub-dimension. We found some relations between the firm-level characteristics
and type of industry with the level of business diplomacy. However, we tested the model with a
factor analysis to determine whether it needs to be improved when used for further research. The
factor analysis tests the degree each of the items (sub-dimension questions) is related to a factor and
the number of factors that can be distinguished.
Results of the factor analysis suggest that the items within the questionnaire are related to five
factors. The output matrix in Table 16 (appendix L) shows the new differentiation of the factors with
the related items (Jolliffe, 2005). Instead of the six sub-dimensions for measuring business
diplomacy, future research should measure business diplomacy with five factors/sub-dimensions.
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The sub-dimension ‘Source availability’ is spread among the five factors, meaning it is not a subdimension of its own, but should be measured within other dimensions. Factor 1 has the most items
and consists of all intensity items, four resource availability items, two means deployment items, and
one breadth and responsibility item. Factor 1 is considered the most importance factor. The other
four factors mainly consist of items which were originally tested by us. The dimensions which can be
distinguished after the factor analysis are: intensity, policy clarity, Breadth, responsibility and means
deployment. When applying the items mentioned in appendix I, the ones with a factor loading of less
than .500 can be excluded. These items are not highly related to the factor.
For further research various other determinants for business diplomacy can be studied, as some are
mentioned within our literature review but not included here. These are the firm-level antecedents
of organizational slack, resource dependency, and business diversification level and the industry-level
antecedents of industry concentration and economic opportunities.
The relatively low number of respondents is considered a limitation of our research. The relations
and effects of firm-level characteristics, type of industry and institutional development should be
studied with a broader (worldwide) sample or a more focussed sample (for example, only European
firms).
The outputs of business diplomacy can also be studied. Suggested outputs are return on assets,
return on investments and government-derived revenues mentioned in the literature review
(chapter 2). Research on business diplomacy outputs can determine which business diplomacy
dimension has the highest influence on the outputs and whether firm antecedents and type of
industry are also associated with the outputs.
As we have shown in our literature review, the number of articles about business diplomacy and
related concepts has grown in the past few decades. However, in our research we did not consider
whether business diplomacy is developing within firms. This could be an interesting subject for future
research, along with which elements and to what extent they developed (level of BD integration,
increase in BD breadth, increase in BD intensity, etc.). The rise of NGOs is expected to have increased
business diplomacy for NONg stakeholders, and thus companies are establishing and sustaining more
relations. A development dimension can be added in future research in order the evolvement of
business diplomacy within firms.
In our research we distinguished between business diplomacy towards FGreps and towards NONg
stakeholders, although they are highly correlated as shown in Appendix G. However, the distribution
of the business diplomacy (sub-)dimension scores suggests different levels of approach and
organization towards FGreps and NONg stakeholders. Qualitative research can explore whether
firms use differential approaches/tactics for business diplomacy when it comes to FGreps and NONg
stakeholders. We expect that a difference in the intensity may arise as firms in some branches need
to sustain positive relations with FGreps more than with NONg stakeholders.
In our research we identified that the level of business diplomacy breadth and resource availability is
medium. With quantitative research more in-depth information can be retrieved. For instance, why
are firms not investing highly in business diplomacy knowledge, because training employees in this
can have net results? Also, the underlying concepts of the use of business diplomacy within
international operating firms can be examined.
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Appendix A: Full questionnaire - Business Diplomacy

Intro:
Thank you for taking the time to fill in this questionnaire for the University of Twente’s research on
international Business Diplomacy.
Your input is very important to us and will be kept strictly confidential. The approximate time
required for filling in this questionnaire is about 15 minutes.

If you have any questions about the questionnaire, please contact us at e-mail.

Click on the button "next" to start the questionnaire.

Which company do you represent?
In which country are you currently working?
What is the number of employees working in you branch?
Your company mainly operates in which sector?
o Basic Materials
o Conglomerates
o Consumer Goods
o Financial
o Health Care
o Industrial Goods
o Services
o Technology
o Utilities
Please indicate the extent to which the following statements are true for your subsidiary:
1. Our subsidiary conducts its own operation without relying on the expertise of other units
located elsewhere.
2. The main role of our subsidiary is to implement parent company strategies.
3. The skills and resources of our company are centralized and global in scale.
4. The primary role of our unit is to find out and take advantage of opportunities within the
country in which we operate.

1

5. Our operations receive and adapt products and services offered by our parent company to
the best advantage in the countries in which we operate.

Operationalization Business Diplomacy :
Please indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following statements regarding your
relationship with Foreign governmental representatives (referred to as FG reps).
Statements: Our company has ...
1. … a clear policy on how to establish relationships with FG reps.
2. … a clear policy on how to sustain relationships with FG reps.
3. … clear guidelines, for our top executives or direct representatives, on how to interact with
FG reps.
4. … representatives (top management) who know how to establish relationships when they
are contacted by FG reps.
5. … an open/transparent policy on how it deals with establishing and sustaining relationships
with FG reps.
6. … understandable rules and guidelines on how to build relationships with FG reps that are
easy to understand.
Please indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following statements regarding
Foreign government representatives (referred to as FG reps).
Statements: Our company ...
1. … has top executives (or their representatives) who take the initiative in contacting FG
reps.
2. … has top executives (or their representatives) who often meet with FG reps.
3. … has top executives (or their representatives) who stimulate getting in touch with FG
reps (to build trust).
4. … has top executives (or their representatives) who are often present at events where
opportunities arise to meet with FG reps.
5. … supports employees, from top executives to those on the operational level, to have
good relationships with FG reps.
6. … tries to have good relationships with FG reps.
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Please indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following statements regarding
Foreign government representatives (referred to as FG reps).
Statement: In our company ...
1. … all of our employees know that they are considered representatives of our company when
they are in contact with FG reps.
2. … establishing positive relationships with FG reps is an activity conducted by every employee
in our organisation.
3. … sustaining positive relationships with FG reps is an activity conducted by every employee in
our organisation.
4. … all employees are aware of the importance of establishing and sustaining relationships
with FG reps.
5. … all of our employees will try to use the opportunity to establish or sustain relationships
with non-governmental stakeholders when they meet.
6. … building relationships with FG reps is an issue that is widely recognized within our entire
organization.
7. … establishing and sustaining relationships with FG reps is part of our strategic planning.
Please indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following statements regarding
Foreign government representatives (referred to as FG reps).
Statements:
1. The headquarters decides upon the policy of how to deal with FG reps.
2. Our subsidiary executives act in line with the guidelines that the headquarters has set on
how to interact with FG reps.
3. The headquarters specifies throughout the organisation around the world which occasions
should be used to build positive relationships with FG reps.
4. The headquarters has to give its permission for activities which are planned by subsidiaries to
sustain relationships with FG reps.
5. Subsidiaries are predominantly free to decide on how to build relationships with FG reps.
6. Subsidiaries have to report to headquarters about their meetings and contacts with FG reps.

3

Please indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following statements when it comes
to Foreign government representatives (referred to as FG reps).
Statement: Our company ...
1. … is often represented at social meetings with FG reps (e.g. dinners) to establish and sustain
relationships.
2. … is often represented at formal occasions (e.g. public forums, seminars, local government
debates) with FG reps to establish and sustain the relationships.
3. … organizes social meetings (e.g. dinners) with FG reps to establish and sustain the
relationships.
4. … uses media channels (e.g. television, papers) in order to promote the corporate image for
establishing and sustaining relationships with FG reps.
5. … has a clear and extensive CSR policy to establish and sustain relationships with FG.
6. … communicates the CSR policy (e.g. health, ethics, and environmental policy) to establish
and sustain relationships with FG reps.
7. … sponsors activities, such as sport or music events, that are organized in the host country to
establish and sustain relationships with FG reps.
Please indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following statements regarding
resources(referred to as FG reps).
Statement: Our company ...
1. … provides financial resources to establish and sustain positive relationships with foreign
government representatives and non-governmental stakeholders.
2. … provides a budget for organizing activities to establish and sustain positive relationships
with foreign government representatives and non-governmental stakeholders.
3. … provides business diplomacy training to middle managers in all subsidiaries
4. … has the initiation of a business diplomacy learning system to capture cumulative learning.
5. … rewards employees for successful relationship building with foreign government
representatives and non-governmental stakeholders.
6. … accepted that time is spent on establishing and sustaining relationships with foreign
government representatives and non-governmental stakeholders
7. … financially supports events organized by non-governmental stakeholder groups.
Thank you very much for filling in the questionnaire.
If your company is interested in the findings of our research, please add your e-mail address here.
We will send you the results of our research when they become available.
4

Appendix B: Construct business diplomacy dimensions
Construct or
Variable
Intensity of Business
Diplomacy: The
extent to which a
company actively
seeks contacts and
build relationships
with FG reps and
NonG stakeholders)

Type,
attribute
Our company has top executives
Questionnaire: 7-point Likert
(or their representatives) who take Please indicate scale (1 =
initiative in contacting FG reps and the extent to
strongly
NonG stakeholders.
which you
disagree, 2 =
agree with each disagree, 3 =
Our company has top executives
of the following disagree
(or their representatives) who often statements.
somewhat, 4 =
meet with FG reps and NonG
(statements
neutral, 5 =
stakeholders.
left)
agree
somewhat, 6 =
Our company has top executives
agree, 7 =
(or their representatives) who
strongly agree)
stimulate gettin in touch with FG
reps and NonG stakeholders (to
build trust).
Our company has top executives
(or their representatives) who are
often present at events where
opportunities arise to meet with FG
reps and NonG stakeholders.

Dimension Indicators
Business
diplomacy
approach

Scale from: low BD
intensity <..to..>
high BD intensity.

Source data

Our company does supports
employees, from top executives to
those on the operational level, to
have good relationships with FG
reps and NonG stakeholders.

Clarity of business
Business
Diplomacy: The
diplomacy
extent to which a
approach
company has a clear
and organisation
wide policy on how
to establish and
sustain relationships
(for legitimacy
reasons) with FG
reps and NonG
stakeholders.

Our company tries to have good
relationships with FG reps and
NonG stakeholders.
Our company has a clear policy on
how to establish relationships with
FG reps and NonG stakeholders.
Our company has a clear policy on
how to sustain relationships with
FG reps and NonG stakeholders.
Our company has clear guidelines,
for our top executives or direct
representatives, on how to interact
with FG reps and NonG
stakeholders.

Questionnaire:
Please indicate
the extent to
which you
agree with each
of the following
statements.
(statements on
the left)

Likert scale (1 =
strongly
disagree, 2 =
disagree, 3 =
disagree
somewhat, 4
=neutral, 5 =
agree
somewhat, 6 =
agree, 7 =
strongly agree)
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Scale from: No clear
written BD policy <..
to..> very clear
written BD policy.

Our company has representatives
(top management) who know how
to establish relationships when
they are contacted by FG reps and
NonG stakeholders.
Our company has an
open/transparent policy on how it
deals with establishing and
sustaining relationships with FG
reps and NonG stakeholders.
Our company has understandable
rules and guidelines on how to
build relationships with FG reps and
NonG stakeholders that are easy to
understand.

Deployment of
Business
means for Business diplomacy
Diplomacy: The
approach
extent to which the
company deploys a
diversity of means to
establish and sustain
positive
relationships with
FG reps and NonG
stakeholders)
Scale from: low level
of deployed mean
diversity <..to..> high
level of deployed
mean diversity.

Our company is often represented
at social meetings with FG reps and
NonG stakeholders (e.g. dinners) to
establish and sustain relationships.
Our company is often
representedat formal occasions
(e.g. public forums, seminars, local
government debates) with FG reps
and NonG stakeholders to establish
and sustain the relationships.

Questionnaire:
Please indicate
the extent to
which you
agree with each
of the following
statements.
(statements
left)

7-point Likert
scale (1 =
strongly
disagree, 2 =
disagree, 3 =
disagree
somewhat, 4 =
neutral, 5 =
agree
somewhat, 6 =
agree, 7 =
strongly agree)

Our company organizes social
meetings (e.g. dinners) with FG
reps and NonG stakeholders to
establish and sustain relationships.
Our company uses media channels
(e.g. television, papers) in order to
promote the corporate image for
establishing and sustaining
relationships with FG reps and
NonG stakeholders.
Our company has a clear and
extensive CSR policy to establish
and sustain relationships with FG.
Our company communicates the
CSR policy (e.g. health, ethics, and
environmental-policy) to establish
and sustain relationships with FG
reps and NonG stakeholders.
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Our company sponsors activities,
such as sport or music events, that
are organized in the host country to
establish and sustain relationships
with FG reps and NonG
stakeholders.
Breadth of Business Business
Diplomacy: the
diplomacy
extent to which
approach
establishing and
sustaining
relationships with
FG reps and NonG
stakeholders is done
by every company
representative (e.g.
employees).
Scale from: Small
group of BD
representatives
<..to..> Broad group
of BD
representatives.

Resources available
for Business
Diplomacy: the
extent to which the

Business
diplomacy
approach

In our company all of our
employees know that they are
considered representatives of our
company when they are in contact
with FG reps and NonG
stakeholders
In our company establishing
positive relationships with FG reps
and NonG stakeholders is an
activity conducted by every
employee in our organisation
In our company sustaining positive
relationships with FG reps and
NonG stakeholders is an activity
conducted by every employee in
our organisation.
In our company all employees are
aware of the importance of
establishing and sustaining
relationships with FG reps and
NonG stakeholders.
In our company all of our
employees will try to use the
opportunity to establish or sustain
relationships with NonG
stakeholders when they meet.
In our company building
relationships with FG reps and
NonG stakeholders is an issue that
is widely recognized within our
entire organization.
In our company establishing and
sustaining relationships with FG
reps and NonG stakeholders is part
of our strategic planning.
Our company provides financial
resources to establish and sustain
positive relationships with FG reps
and NonG stakeholders.

Questionnaire:
Please indicate
the extent to
which you
agree with each
of the following
statements.
(statements
left)

7-point Likert
scale (1 =
strongly
disagree, 2 =
disagree, 3 =
disagree
somewhat, 4 =
neutral, 5 =
agree
somewhat, 6 =
agree, 7 =
strongly agree)

Questionnaire:
Please indicate
the extent to
which you

7-point Likert
scale (1 =
strongly
disagree, 2 =

7

company uses firm
resources (e.g.
financial, time,
knowledge) for
establishing and
sustaining positive
relationships with
FG reps and NonG
stakeholders.
Scale from: low
resources availablity
for BD <..to..> to
high level of
resource availability
for BD.

Our company provides a budget for
organizing activities to establish
and sustain positive relationships
with FG reps and NonG
stakeholders.

agree with each
of the following
statements.
(statements
left)

disagree, 3 =
disagree
somewhat, 4 =
neutral, 5 =
agree
somewhat, 6 =
agree, 7 =
strongly agree)

Questionnaire:
Please indicate
the extent to
which you
agree with each
of the following
statements.
(statements
left)

7-point Likert
scale (1 =
strongly
disagree, 2 =
disagree, 3 =
disagree
somewhat, 4 =
neutral, 5 =
agree
somewhat, 6 =
agree, 7 =
strongly agree)

Our company provides business
diplomacy training to middle
managers in all subsidiaries.
Our company has the initiation of a
business diplomacy learning system
to capture cumulative learning.
Our company rewards employees
for successful relationship building
with FG reps and NonG
stakeholders.

Our company accepted that time is
spent on establishing and
sustaining relationships with FG
reps and NonG stakeholders.
Our company financially supports
events organized by nongovernmental stakeholder groups.
Responsibility for
Business
The headquarter decides upon the
Business Diplomacy: Diplomacy
policy of how to deal with FG reps
The extent to which organization and NonG stakeholders.
the company
Our subsidiary executives act in
responsibility for
line with the guidelines that
establishing and
headquarter has set on how to
sustaining
interact with FG reps and NonG
relationship with FG
stakeholders.
reps and NonG
The headquarter specifies
stakeholders lies
throughout the organisation
with the
worldwide which occasions should
headquarter or with
be used to build positive
the subsidiary.
relationship with FG reps and NonG
stakeholders.
Scale from:
The headquarter has to give its
Centralized BD
permission for activities which are
decision making
planned by subsidiaries for
(HQ) <..to..>
sustaining relations with FG reps
Decentralized BD
and NonG stakeholders.
decision making
Subsidiaries are predominantly free
(subsidiary).
to decide on how to build
relationships with FG reps and
NonG stakeholders.
Subsidiaries have to report to
headquarter about their meetings
and contacts with FG reps and
NonG stakeholders.
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Appendix C: Construct independent antecedents
Construct or Variable

Author

Dimension

Indicator

Source data

Type, attribute

Firm size

Based on: Hillman et al.,
(2004); Schuler, (1996);
Schuler & Rehbein
(1997); Hillman and Hitt,
(1999)
Based on: Hansen &
Mitchell, (2000)

Firm level
antecedent

Total number of employees
working for the firm

Corporate
website or annual
report

Ordinal measurement
Grouped into small,
medium, medium to
large and large firms

Firm level
antecedent

Number of year a firm is in
business

Corporate
website, Annual
report

Ordinal measurement
(grouped) (Up to 25
years, between 25 and
50 years, between 51
and 100 years,
between 101 and 150
years and older than
150)

Country origin

No previous author. Our
own expectation

Firm level
antecedent

Country were the
headquarter of the firm is
located

Corporate
website, Annual
report

Nominal
measurement.
Grouped into
geographical location
(North Europe, South
Europe, US/Anglo, Asia
and other)

Host country

No previous author. Our
own expectation

Firm level
antecedent

Country in which the
respondent works

Questionnaire: In
which country are
you currently
working?

Nominal
measurement.
Grouped into
geographical location
(Europe, Asia and
other)

Firm age

9

Level of global
integration

Based on: Bartlett and
Ghoshal (1989)

Firm level
antecedent

Scale from 1. Low
globally integrated to
5. highly locally
globally integrated

The skills and resources of
our organization are located
around the world, but each
overseas unit conducts its
own operation without
relying on the expertise of
other units located
elsewhere (global
integration/local integration)
The main role of our
subsidiary is to implement
parent company strategies
(global integration/local
integration)

Level of local
responsiveness
Scale from 1. Low
locally responsive to 5.
highly locally
responsive

Based on: Bartlett and
Ghoshal (1989)

Firm level variable

Our skills and resource are
centralized and globally
scaled (global
integration/local integration)

The primary role of our
overseas unit is to find out
and take advantage of
opportunities within the
country in which we operate
(local responsiveness)

Questions
derived from
Leong and Tan
(1993),
Questionnaire:
Please indicate
the extent to
which the
following
statements are
true for your
subsidiary.
(statements left)

5-point Likert scale (1
= not true, 2 =
moderately not true, 3
= neutral, 4 =
moderately true, 5 =
True)

Questions
derived from
Leong and Tan
1993)
Questionnaire:
Please indicate
the extent to
which the
following
statements are
true for your
subsidiary.
(statements left)

5-point Likert scale (1
= not true, 2 =
moderately not true, 3
= neutral, 4 =
moderately true, 5 =
True)
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Our overseas operations
receive and adapt products
and services offered by our
parent company to the best
advantage in the countries in
which they operate (local
responsiveness)
Type of industry

No previous author. Our
own expectation

Type of industry

Sector the organization is
mainly operating in

Questionnaire

Human development
index

No previous author. Our
own expectation

Institutional
development

The characterization of the
institutional development in
the host-country

Human
Development
Report 2011
Sustainability and
Equity: A Better
Future for All

Democracy index

No previous author. Our
own expectation

Institutional
development

The characterization of the
institutional society system

Democracy index
2011: Democracy
under stress” of
The Economist
Intelligence Unit
Limited 2011

Nominal: Choice
between: Basic
Materials,
Conglomerates
Consumer Goods,
Financial, Health Care
Industrial Goods,
Services, Technology
Utilities. Recoded
primary, secondary
and tertiary sector
Ordinal measurement
(recoded): medium
and high/very high HDI

Ordinal measurement:
Full democracy,
Flawed democracy and
authoritarian regime
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Appendix D: Invitation business diplomacy research
Dear Mr./Ms. xxxx,
We kindly invite you to participate in a research project on business diplomacy in international
businesses. This research project is initiated and sponsored by the University of Twente
www.utwente.nl (The Netherlands).
We would like to invite managers in a Business Diplomacy function (e.g. the head of government
affairs/public affairs/corporate communications) to fill out the questionnaire. Your input is very
important to us and will be kept strictly confidential. We estimate that it will take you approximately
15 minutes to complete the survey.
Simply click on the link, or cut and paste the entire URL into your browser to access the survey:
link
If you would like to be informed about the results, please leave your email at the end of the
questionnaire.
If you have any questions email us at e-mail address.
Thank you very much for your cooperation,
Yours sincerely,
Research team Business Diplomacy
Department: Business Administration, University of Twente (The Netherlands)
Huub Ruël, Phd
Floris Betlem
Tim Wolters
E-mail: e-mail address.
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Appendix E: Exploratory analysis

Table 5: Exploratory analysis
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Appendix F: Business diplomacy distribution
Figure 6: Approach (advancedness) distribution

Figure 7: Intensity distribution
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Figure 8: Policy clarity distribution

Figure 9: Breadth distribution
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Figure 10: Means deployment distribution

Figure 11: Resource availability distribution
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Figure 12: Responsibility distribution
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Appendix G: Business diplomacy scores per Nominal and ordinal scale
Table 6: Business diplomacy scores per Nominal and ordinal scale
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Appendix H: Correlations
Table 7: Pearson’s correlation coefficients
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Appendix I: Anova and T-test results
Table 8: Independent sample t-test for Europe versus Asia host country on business diplomacy

N
Europe

Mean
Europe
Asia

Asia

Clarity - FG Reps
18
29
Clarity - NONg
18
29
Intensity - FG Reps
18
29
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

5.6
5.37
5.66

Std. Deviation
Europe
Asia

4,6
4.59
4.89

1.4
1.36
1.61

Significance

1.37
1.37
1.26

.023*
.062
.035*

Table 9: Independent sample t-test for North West Europe versus Anglo/US (home country) on business diplomacy

N
Europe Anglo/US

Mean
Europe Anglo/US

Responsibility
21
29
FG Reps
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

4.14

Std. Deviation
Europe Anglo/US

3.3

.86

Significance

.97

.02*

Table 10: Independent sample t-test for South-Europe versus Anglo/US (home country) on business diplomacy

N
South
Europe

Mean

Anglo/US

South
Europe

Std. Deviation

Anglo/US

South
Europe

3.3

.83

Responsibility
FG Reps
9
10
4.2
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

Anglo/US Significance
.97

.044*

Table 11: ANOVA analysis for type of industry (sector) on business diplomacy

Clarity - FG Reps
Intensity - FG Reps
Breadth - FG Reps
Clarity - NONg
Breadth - NONG
Approach NONg

Sum of Squares
DF
Mean Square
F
Significance
16.428
2
8.214 4.428
.017*
9.015
2
4.507 2.499
.093
11.453
2
5.727 3.310
.045*
16.331
2
8.166 4.748
.013*
16.442
2
8.221 4.365
.018*
4.071
2
2.036 2.702
.077

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level
Table 12: ANOVA analysis for Host Country on business diplomacy

Sum of Squares
Responsibility - FG Reps
9.991
Means - NONG
10.109
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

DF

Mean Square
4
4

2.498
2.527

F

Significance
2.870
2.220

.033*
.082
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Appendix J: Results regression analyses
Table 13: Regression analysis: Impact firm size on business diplomacy

(sub)dimension
Policy clarity - FGreps
Policy clarity - NONg

B
0.435
0.401

t-value
2.756
2.607

Significance
.008**
.012*

SE
.158
.154

N
50
50

F
7.597
6.797

R²
.137
.124

Table 14: Regression analysis: Impact global integration on business diplomacy

(sub)dimension
Approach - FGreps
Intensity - FGreps
Breadth - FGreps
Means deployment FGreps
Resources - FGreps
Breadth- NONg
Resources - NONg

B
0.450
0.477
0.539

t-value
2.937
2.254
2.599

Significance
.005**
.029*
.012*

SE
.143
.309
.207

N
50
50
50

F
8.627
5.08
6.754

R²
.152
.096
.123

0.372

2.059

.045*

.181

50

4.238

.081

0.345
0.463
0.345

2.228
2.049
2.228

.031*
.046*
.031*

.155
.226
.155

50
50
50

4.964
4.198
4.964

.094
.080
.094

N
50
50
50

F
5.867
5.237
5.917

R²
.109
.098
.110

Table 15: Regression analysis: Impact local responsiveness on business diplomacy

(sub)dimension
Breadth - FGreps
Responsibility - FGreps
Breadth - NONg

B
0.387
0.265
0.413

t-value
2.422
2.228
2.433

Significance
.019*
.027*
.019*

SE
.160
.116
.170

**. Regression is significant at the 0.01 level.
*. Regression is significant at the 0.05 level.
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Appendix K: Factor analysis
Table 16: Factor analysis
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